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The Frem•li hamlet- if Deputi
es vo-
ted In favor of disposeig the crow
n
dia ttttt
The Bulgaria! deptitoion of notables
7 arrived at Proli y viscera*, on the way
to Vienna.
Kali Jtsiit.xx, agent of the German
)astern African Society at Kesiimayos,
has been usurdered by Surnatills.
The Berlin Posit states that undo, the
new military bill there will he created
six Generals, sixty-five staff officers,
172 Captains atiti 468 Lieuteitatits.
Pritiee Alexander arrived in London
yesterday. He received an ovation
from the crowds that bad assembled at
the railroad station to greet him.
Dr. J. A. Milne, the well-kno
we in-
sanity expert, who was injured yester-
day by being caught In the Shaft of liii
flouring mill, near Oswego, N. Y., died
last night.
Al Colombia, S. C., there was atiother
earthquake shock about 4:20 yesterday
morning. It was very perceptible, wak-
ing up sound sleepers, and the tremors
appeared to laid, fully a minute.
Dr. A. F. Briele one of the Faculty
of the Baltimore College of Physkialis
and Surgeons, died ot apoplexy at his
residence in that city, aged 4e years.
lie was widely known as a writer on
medical subjects. -
The National Convention of clothing
cutters, Knights of Labor, began its ses-
sion In Cincinnati yesterday afternoon.
After the appointment of temanittere on
organization, etc. the convention ad-
journed tele! to-day.
Henry M. Johnson and George Smith,
tho spr Mere. have signeu article. of
agreement for another 126 yard race.
The rave will take place at Exposition
Park, Pittsburgh, Deirentber 20, and
Will be for $500 aside. - - - • - -
The suspension of Stephen Lane, of
No 116 Chandieto street, and F. Ellison,
of No. 84 Broadway, both members of
the Consolitharti Mining & Petroleum
Kxdiange, was officially announced yes-
terday in New York.
The work of mewing a jury to try ex-
Alderman McQuade was concluded yes-
terday afternoon. The jury was sworn
in at 2:40 p. in- Three hundred and
ninety-two taleamen had been examin-
ed and the work lasted nearly eight
days.
inapatches from Adelaide state that
large sitnlingo of gold *ere made in the
South Australian diggings in the ri eion
- 
ethTeettelsm, •Five thouesiel men have
'already congregated-7ln that be-why'.
The largest nugget yet found it la said
weighed thirty outlet,.
The Fenian Brotherhood is out In an
ail iris,, accusing O'Donovan Rasa of
falsehood, treachery, Insubordination.
and iflatly other crimes against the or-
der. They assert that he is perminally
responsible for all the ills the brother-
hood has suffered from fur years past.
A seam of anthracite coal, seven feet
ularnater, a s 
at▪ Haul, N. W. T. This seam is only
one out of *ix in that locality, the atnall-
est being three feet in decennia. 1 he
six mama contain coal enough to supply
the entire North-west Tenitory fur the.
next fifty years.
An eimetie of the "camel back" type,
used by the Pennsylvania road, has been
on exhibition on the Consolidated road,
and has taken several trains over the
road. Once the feed pipe seemed to be
choked lip. At Bridgeport the pipe
was°pellet], MA after the Water was
drawn oil a two-foot eel came stink-ra-
ng out.
A rat was put into a box with a rat-
tlesnake in Sacramento the other day.
Instantly the snake struck it, and in a
moment the rat turned over and diet].
The next day another rat was put in the
box, arid although his ratsialp provoked
the shake to bite him several times, con-
Willed as lively as a cricket, and when
released ran away none the worse for
het battle.
The Pittsburgh Commercial-Gazette
is authority for the statement that a
National Tariff Association is being
formed among the workingmen of the
country. By the time of the Presiden-
tial election of Me, it says thousands of
clubs will be in ezistence In the north
and Ave of the Southern States. The
organization was started in Tennessee,
Georgia, and Alabama.
George Watt, the convict shot by
ileplify Warden McKean in Riverside
penitentiary, Pittsburgh, for assaulting
one of the guank with a. keife, died
yesterday  iiieg front the effects of
his lejtirista. There were about thirty
convicts in the corridor at the time of
the assault, but, tlee best of order
prevailed. A number of keepers, with
*hewn revolvers, were atnoug them In •
leer anti a errione revolt Mall
prevented by quickly placing them in
their cells.
A rat was caught at the house of le
C. Seery, of Pittsburg, the other day
which is known tit liave Me/Wired near-
ly tw• feet six incite% from the 1101* 10
tile tlp of the tall. It was let loose in a
room 1r  which It. cool.' not escape,
and • Fermate cat set upon it. It re-
quired-but a short time for the rodent
to make the cat feel small. Sympathy
for the eat canoed it to be withdrawn.
Two dogs were then brought in. After
almost an hour's labor on the part of
hot le the citizen of the sewer succumbed.
Both dogs bear marks of the rat's te-
nacious love of life.
Joke--Bortilek--employed on a Ridge-
field, (Conn.) farm, was picking tip ap-
ples for the eider mill about four weeks
ago. One, mellower than the rest, tempt-
ed him, and he bit out a big mouthful.
With it came a boo, which stung him on
the tongue. The tongue swelled up,
anti for two days he was eonstantly
nauseeteel. Then the swelling went
down. Since then every time he bites
all apple his tongue feels as though a
bee was stinging it. Two or three days
ago he made up his mind to eat an apple,
any way. Ile tried it, but the tongue
swelled up and the nausea returned.
A l'referred Creditor Gahm a Point.
'1011A(COGRutiElDr.
Proceedings of a Meellag at Lexteg-
tea-Date Filed fur an imperialist
leatheriug.
Laxmotos, Ky., Dec. 7.-A eussiber
of wham.° g ro era of the state mot In the
court-boner this afternoon at 1 (eche k
for the purism of considering the pres-
ent status of the growers' llitereet, to
determine what niust be done to reduce
the production In future, and improve
the price of the present crop. There
wasa misunderstanding in regard to
the date of the meeting, many oonatire
having appointed delegates for • meet-
ing at this place text Tuesday. In et iti-
sequence not as large a number of grow-
ers as expected were presen:. On mo-
tion, Maj. P. Johnston was tenni to
the chair. U. W. Neal and W. H. Polk
were made Secretaries. The question
of what would be best to do in order to
promote tle. Interest of the tobacco
growers was ili-eu.wied Mby eagre. Ben
F. Pruitt, M. W. Neal, lioness Means.
Johnson Rodgers, T. U. Wailer. Mr.
Sh relate, of Woodford, James Farris,
and others. The prevailing eentiment
iteettied to be that the tobacco greys cr. pt
Kentucky should address' thrtieselves
earnestly to self-protection tree-
rut  11t1011 of the tobacce lit, meet.
The priee being low in soils iltielice
over-production, or other caw..., the
growers should determine upon some
action in regard to the future. .% Orr •
full discussion, a !notion ea+ made and
carried unanimously to hold a mans-
meeting on next Monday, 'tree-ether 13
County Court day,; 1 r. , in the
court-house in Lesinguni. Delegate.
heretofore appointed In the *eventl coun-
ties, lie well its all other's interested in
production, are earnestly requested to
attend the oim-etieg. All the papers in
ethis State ar ii.ittested to radish the
above plot,' 'I ii. for the inf.: illation
of the What 14. ow era.
 --ens 311. --
The'lleatacky DIIUNand Canard.
Macon TrItigrapli.
"Mine fren," said& Georgia merchant
t a drummer who used to frolic with
after time former had conopromiaed
all around at forty- cents on the dollar,
a id gained • year to wind up the bus&
n •se, "I'm goin' ter make of you er-
vot you call hlm-er-brevered gresil-
tor. Flow vas dot ?"
" fluttiks, old fellow, thanks! 1 knew
you wouldn't go beck on ere. How are
you going to arrange it?" The met,
eaant led him aside.
"Veil," said lie, closing one eye, "I
vant to tell you rite how dot nobody vas
gointer get er d-n cent outer ills pis-
te-es."
"And you call this making me a pre-
ferred creditor?" The drummer's eyes
could have been knocked off with a
stick.
"Vy not? You know all about it
now, but dem udder fellers tool fine id
out fur er year."
SH MOH'S CAll'A ERlI REM E DY -
• positive cure for Catarrh, Diphtheria,
and Canker Mouth. Fvr sale by J. R.
Arnalstead.
W A NIIIMITON. I/et'. 7.-A statement
is published that samples of the period-
ite of Elliott county. Ky., had been sent
to the Smithoomilan institute for analy-
sis. Inquiries being made by the Post'.
correspondent of Prof. Clark, of the
Setritheoulan, as to remake, th Pe retreat
*aid that no sample* hail been received,
but he gave the whole story thus: "In
Elliott county, Ky., there is a trap dike
which has been forced through ruck of
the carboniferous period. This dike
tuts been described by J. S. Diller, of
hut- 1. lilted States Geological Survey,
as rock known as periodite. Last sum-
mer, before the British Association fur
the AU t of "zeletice, II. l'arrill
Lewis, of Philadelphia, read a- paper
upon the origin of diamonds at dm
Kimberley mines, In South Africa. The
Kimberley locality was formed of Wet-
Cattle periodltee thrown tip through
carboniferous shells, and suggemeed that
the diamond bad its origin fr  the ac-
tion of molten rock matter upon them car-
bon of the shella. lie called attention
40 the feet that the only known locality
of like character was in Elliott 4 “uoty.
and on that hypothesis suggested
that diamonditiii-O-t 11e found there.
Speculations, largely exaggerated by
the nowapapers form the sole bask for
the present diamond craze in Kentucky.
•-
SEMINOLES EXCITED.
J•cai.Onvii.i.nv Fit., it. 8. - The
Seminole Indians in the Everglades are
said to be putting ton their war paint and
stirring tip things in Dade and Monroe
counties OD account ef the way they are
tieing treated by a band of whit, men
who have a camp near Lake Gkeelsolbee.
'Plum white uten have been for some time
killing the hogs and cattle of the Indiana.
These depredatIone have been going on
(err *eventl months anti shots linve been
ext.liattgisi peveral times between the
white plunderer's and the Seminole',
anti the latter are now worked up to
such a pitch of indignation that war
dances have been hell during the lase
two weeks and the warriors are putting
on their paint. The settlers have be-
come so alarmed that many hate moved
their families tel islands on the coast. A
deputation of chief, are on their way to
Tittiaville to demand redrew... They iral-
140110 that they ems get redress front the
Mayor. that edictal, however, can do
nothing except to notify the Federal
Government. "If some steps are not
taken immediately for an amicable set-
tlement," said gentleman who had
just returned from that part of Florida,
"there will, no doubt, be a wholesale
massacre of white settlers, as the red-
skins are fearfully angry"
A Backwoods lawyer.
W.odilrgton I or !baton Traveler.
Not long ago a lawyer from ogle or the
Western States, who had never visited
Washiegton before, came here to argue
a case before the Supreme'. Court_ Ile
created a *imitation which made the
chills creep tip and down the becks of the
venerable Justices who bad to limes ta
him. When he came into court be were
a red flannel shirt, coarse woolen clothes
anti cowhide boots. Ills hair luau%
seen the scissors for several scalene. And
the razor waa a stranger to littl face. At
first he was taken for a crank, but when
the case was called the court moon lbsiod
that lie wee a man of great ability.
The question at issue was involved in a
patent atilt, amid Was quite intricate sad
complicated. It took We tesuatry law-
yer two days to argue the ems, and he
finally won it. After adjouramuseat en
the first day one of the court ofilleare
miggested that a white shirt, collar, cuts
and cravat would make an intproveiment
A Teacher !wheels Use Boy's Pa.
Unai xv•, Mien., Dee. 7.-At Hen-
densue this morning Fred. Joalin, a
school teacher, shot and killed Thome*
Murriemn. The teacher lead punieleed
young Montoya., as hie father thought
too severely, and Morrison visited the
school to iuvestigate. lie entered the
achoul-roons, and walking up to Joallu,
told hits be was about to give him the
same treatment, whereupon Joslin drew
a revolver anal shot Morrison dead.
--ies es-
t LA Rilii4V ELLE.
tirades Phippea sad Sea killed hear
Dever, by Wm. Cooley.
tallthsVILLIC. TENN., Dec. S.-News
was brought here to-day of the murder
of Charles Phippen and son, 18 years of
age, at their home near Dover, yester-
day. by SI Whim Cooley. The full par-
ticulars mold not be obtained. It ap-
pears that trouble among neiglibbora
has Knout It out of the Goode cattle steal-
ing affair. Playpen and son weir ac-
cused of some connection with lloode,
w ho was charged with extensive tattle
dealing ami selling beef during the
athwart awl fall, who skipped his bond
us.1 was lately recaptured. l'hippen
and ems In all armed were arrested on
some charge and had been to Dover to
give bona for appearance in court.
Phippen owned the old Stacker farm
mar Dover and had just returned home
*hen William, Cooley, Joint McCauley,
and other parties were palming the house
on the nod. What these parties hati to
do with the matter the reporter has
been unable to learn. However, Phip-
pea inteuseenced quarrelling, cursing
Itcl'auley, who die Weil to light
Illeippeo. Some one called I miry.' at-
tention to yQseteg l'hippen, who had Ills
gun presents," •n.I that inatant 'ooley
fired. oder Aid killing young
anti then diorisarged the second barrel at
Use old man, killing bins.
-
Dr. Talmage as Deformation.
I have to say that if a young man
wants to return from evil practices 11
else! res elm,. him. Desiring to reform,
he tap,: "Now. 1 will shake off my old
atenelatee, anti will Ind Christian com-
paekeseetelp.” And he appears at the
church door some Sabbath day, and the
usher greets him with a look, es much
as to •ay : "Why, you here? You are
the lase man 1 ever expected to are at
(-hunts. Conte, take this seat right down
bv the door 7" instead of saying: "Good
new • g: I am glad you are here.
Come: I will give you a first-rate seat,
right up by the pulpit." Well, the prod-
igal. not yet discouraged, enters • pray-
er-mistime, sad some t hristian man,
wilts aoore seal than cosnin011 Sense
,
Are: -.Glad to see you. The dy big thief
as saved, and I suppose there is were
lee you?" The young man, disgustei ,
chilled, throes himself back on his dig-
nity, reanimil lie never will enter the
house of Gad again. Perhaps not quite
telly dim:Garaged about reformation, he
sides up by won highly respectable mats
he used to koow, going down the street,
and immediately the respectable man
has sit s rraielratien some other etreeH
Well, the prodigal, wishing to return,
takw•...-w•• smash's' idiom  11840-
iriatitett by the hand, or tries to. The
Chrietiau young man looks at him, looks
at the faded apparel and the marks of
demdpation, and instead of giving him a
warm grip of the hand, offers him the
tip sad at the long fingers of the left
hand, whirls is equal to striking a man
is ths
The tart is. we must keep our respect-
ability5 though thotiaands and ten thou-
sands peek*. Christ eat with publicans
mad einem*. But if there came to the
house of God a man with marks of dissi-
pation upon him. people almost threw
up tie* hand, in horror, as much as to
riay enien't it shrieking?" How theme
dainty. fastidious Christians in all our
churches are going to get into heaven
dos% tam, unless they have au especial
train of cam curehioned arid upholstered,
each one a car to himself! They cannot
go with the greet beard of publicans and
sinners. U ye, Ithio torI your lip of
mons at the talles, i tell you plainly, if
von had been rearm led by the same
intlimeeree, Instead of sitting to-day amid
the inaluired, and the refitted, and the
Chriselea. you would have been a crouch-
ing strts-is in the stable or ditch, c omer-
ed whin filth and abomination ! It is not
: because you are oaturelly auy better, but
• beseasse the mercy of God has protected
yea. Who are you, that brought up in
-hrietian circle., awl watched by Chris-
tian parentage, you •leould bee° hard on
the fallea?
s  
Saved His Life.
Mr_ D I. -Alleozaon, of horse Cave,
ilizi;:te be was, for many years, badly
with Phthialc, also Diabetes;
the pais* were almost unendurable and
would sosisetinws almost throw him Into
rent olsions. lie tried Electric Bitters
and got relief from first bottle and after
taking sax bottles, was entirely cured,
an I lead gained in flesh eighteen pounds.
says he po.itively believes he notelet have
died, hod it not been for the relief af-
emoted by Eleetrie Bitters. Sold at fifty
resit a battle at Harry B. Garners Drug
Store.
A special from Missouri City, Mo.,
elate* that a distinct shock ofeartlignake
was telt there at S :35 o'clock last night.
A low rumbling noise was first heard,
and • perceptible jar kabinet'. shaking
belidusgs and rattling windows. Its
duratiost was about three seconds.
- - 
4.
in his personal appearance. "flee next
day, however, he wore a paper (-oiler Aabout the width of an ordinary cuff ,._ Cousin..,H. Stevens' 
pinned OKI to his red shirt.
They Would Have to Hare Whisky.
New l'ort World.
Gen. Mlles says that we have in this
country material for the finest light 4-as-
airy iu the world. In the event of • I
war he could recruit upset the plains;
50,000 cow-boys, who would make, with
very little drill, mateilleas cavairymeo.
They would be far superior to the Cos-
sacks of the Russian service. They have
all of the endurance, equestrian shill.,
and daring of the Comacke, a ith a greet- I
ly superior intelligence and higher four-
age. These men are trained tee outdone
life and to endure every form of hard-
Rialp. They are already veteran.. They
have a Wonderful knowledge of outtleor
craft, and the majority of them have
the Indian's knowledge of trailing.
This would render them invaluable se
scouts. With Buffalo lti I and CM.
llehlitree to command Stich an army as
this we could whip Mexico In two weeks
and subjugate Canada inside of a wreath
In the summer time.
An intereeting battle rerenly tosh
place between a rat sad a garter make
at Vixens, Cal. Time rat was cautious
hut quick, springing with lIghtring
jumps upon the snake and burying its
teeth in the serpent's body. The latter
would coil and dart forward freque=
knocking the rat over on its
them the rat caught the estate's Iasi
Anil held it, milli the latter, voiding
about Its body, squeezed it se tliclaly
that it was forced to let go. Finally the
rat, by Meng his antagonist throng%
the neck several times, severed its hand,
and dragged its body In victory awe.
1 are utr.1 roans of the late IC I-C.ovenor
I...sterns, and have been postal clerk
Oidererat railroad.. macs ltent. For ten years
I Vote eves a silencer from • cancer on my face
van...ger. wome n•til the discharge of matter
iorcanne proftwe awl very ollensive. I Leese,.
13..ovaithly diegioded att. blood pori dem and
peemosesee the.. humbugs, as I had tried malty
ettlhent rehief.
IrMottv I nem induced to um B. B. B. which
wrens-us the Set of February. and rontinued
Mt sir emit IS. latter part of April The ollIWn.
Mew gimieltarge derreeeed at once and the herd-
smen anneeml Orr oan.rr .11. • ppe a red II iriqnro.
...gamy risersl health and I rapidly ;gained
Gee&and strvegth The discharge gra.lu all y de.
miramel art the rawer lastame lea' in wee until
minseartweiniss huts emir to tbs tale of
esesprom. cancer. all who hate men me
sere I have the tine 1..t IL B. IS bear
somisst.wr6 of may "mat improvement, mot this
mar me ley face shos that it cored the calmer 1
Viol AA N. IL 11 comae squarely up to what It
is remeasernaliest, sad I cannot say much is
pease, of thei weedeettil medicine. I have tried
ohm en, Mu B. B It. stand at ttie top as a
1 
haemlietlier.
11mi bnigted fres the A throe 11;e fl..-
earn, being the volatility, langusee of
Me. Joie. IA. AAA. *hien editor limit ender •
wro:
•-/Ihr Ammar Man honest, upright cinema of
Athame, lobe bed a had easeer, and hie menter•
inss fruesids thought that be meld not live very
hog 111.10. eawer was. gradually impulse the
Ilemeillstimasig As ismotitut ion, but sow looks
mei awl home,
2 AGAINST W.
Seserid_ plititeleas ham promeneed my dl-
mom bleed poime., nines' by paint or Mad In
posell„ bog they could not cure me Last
suseiner I seed eighteen bottles of a lamely ad-
vertised biome siesinelme. which did me no more
plod Ans is mesh water.
I base mod may two bottles of It. ft. B. mid
edmmy Mat I Imre r reived greater=r
Minn diein thee from the eighteen and
simma maoliby recovering. There Is no
esselissallosit Ins seperiority of 11 B. B over
ail saw lime rimed lee
Mapeplenaimet. W IT. MoODT.
4.12.11114.11.. issaire.m.
The Girl of To-day.
Prom the 4 sitorville (Toga Stunt
if there is anything we know leas
about than we Winit we do it is the girl;
amid of this the girl Is glad, fui there is
nothiiie she hates to be knots ii about
her so bad as the truth.
We have lemen acquainted WWI her a
long time and watched her pranks from
afar; seen her cut the "pigeon-wing"
and knoek We "back-step" in the back
yard, when she thought she had no
spectator; but still We don't know her.
Front the time she is big enough to
swing on the gate aud tie a ribbon iii a
double bow-knot she begins to locate a
sweetheart, anil she keeps this up until
lie is located in the back yard, reel-vis-
it% lila talent* dissecting store wood.
tihe may be a little dull on mathe-
matics, but invariably solves the prob-
lem of putting • No. 5 foot in a No. 3
shoe.
She will wear out two old &Plows run-
ning around to find out how to make
• Hew one In the latest style.
She will break the point off her broth-
er's knife making • crack to peep at
strangera a hell they come viahtiuig
elle will walk three blocks out of ties
way to get • peep at her beau mei then
pass I y without looking at hint.
She will attend church, listen a lilt ab-
sorbed Interest to eloquent and pathetic
serniona, then return home and expa-
tiate upon the horrible lit of Miss Se-
nows'a new basque.
She will go to tire table, mince over
delicacies with the most feetklous taste,
then slip hack Into the kitchen mei eat •
raw potato.
She will wear out leer best pair of
shoes droving all tlay, then atteed a bail
at night Wild tailtlidletill of being out of
practice.
She will &toad all night writing a
carefully worded letter, in the most pre-
cise hand, to her Simon Suggs, then
scratch off a page to her sister that Old
Harry couldn't read.
She will be the most devout immature
on earth, arid hate the earth that Sallie
Grimes walks on.
She will be hultiatrious and ecenonsi
cal for a month, then spend her saviiip
for a red ribbon.
She will slouch around the house for
a week making preparatIons to look
neat on elunday.
She will flirt with all the best young
men in the neighborhood, and finally
marry soitse knotty-headed Jim Crow.
_Eratik Sinalleu and Herman tires,
two Chicago roofers, employed at'• new
building at the (meter of Congress and
Honore streets, died last night at the
county boispital, from ibjuries nmeeived
by a fall from the cornice of the build-
ing, a distaliee of forty feet.
-
THE MARKETS.
curreete: by Cu elieell MCKIM A Co.
re
_ _ 
lt oimorzi .m.a. K V. tier, . IL loeti
's k o.0 wile*, ...arcs. 
olivi
. 
I.olli
Hamuisiii.oulift nefryti,ur.d' • • 
11011
S
FilorOit:. 
- 
Fancy. palest - CM
WOO
Flour, sumilard
Bran and shipmate, lees than So be, • 16
Gore Meal. • 73c
r.awrilMitleitaseat, 
- - 
- 
140
Moteseas. Fancy. 40070Ne 
Castles star, As - Ir100
Butter - 36
FAR - - as
Hominy, per gallon, • DJ
Urns., per gallon, - .. Ifie
Clover seed, . - 11.3611M.80
tot nails. retail, • - 1,76
Beau.. nani , per basket. • 1.74
Pea., per bushel, 1.4111
Beans. Lima. per pound; - Ale
Coffee, green, golden, - 16541111154
Cot..., good green riii. 14Coil.,'. Java.
Cheese, grod factory. - - ityatpis
Cheese, Young American, - 1114‘111
- - - 
4P gtoe'sLice,
-Crarkst awe,
(8"ulagrairiet. NZ44;w0,Orleans.
sOarlitenKlated 
 
a, Si bushels, -
- -
Salt Kanawst, 7 bushels,
Lake, 6 bushels,
PatithaeLies: b.u*hirenill*. es. r bushel, (seed,
Sweet, same, pee bushel,
Mackerel. No. I. per kit. -
Mackerel Barrels. No.l. • -
Lentos.. per doge.. - -
Oranges. per duces.
Apple.., per bushel, choice -
Corn in ear, per barrel. •
0Haatay:per 
per 
rbwestbefic,lover, - .
Time 6 per eel. 310101117,
Hides, dry. dint.
Hides Green, - - -
Tallow. •
beef c Ade, arose .
Hogs gram -
Titmouse/mos of people suffer with
back ache, nut knowing that in most
oases, it la a sytnismni of dimmed kid-
neys and liver, which plasters and lo-
tions cannot heal. The best and safest
remedy is lir. J. II. Mchean's Liver &Aid
Kiiiiire Been. $1 MO tor bottle.
!ilea hell,4111C11C, Wind on the stomach,
billlousness, nausea, are promptly anti
agreeably banialiete by Dr. .1. II. Mc-
Lean's Little Livef anti y Pillets.
25c a vial.
WHIM nature falter. and requires
help, recruit her enfeebled en-
ergies with Dr. J. 11. McLean's
Strengthening Cordial and Blood Puri-
fier. Ill Un per bottle.
1:apostate to rough weather, getting
wet, livibg iti ilamp localities, are fa-
vorable tu the mitt aetion of diorama of
the kidneys and bladder. • As • prevent-
ive, mei for the cure of all kidney and
liver trouble, use that valuable remedy,
Dr. J. H. McLean's Liver and Kidney
Balm. $1.00 per bottle.
lx advance of the sickly season ren-
der yourself impregnable; a malarial
atmosphere ors; change of temper-
ature Is fraught with danger; um Dr. J.
H. McLean'. !Strengthening Cordial and
Blood Purifier. $1 UO per bottle.
Stem headache Is the bent of Many
lives; mliii, annoying complaint may be
cured atid prevented by the Ikea-
abseil use of Dr. J. 11. MeLean's Little
Liver and Kidney Pillets. They are
pleasant to take, no larger than • pin
bead, and are the ladies' favorite for
biliousness, bad taste in the mouth,
Jaundice, for leueorrhea and pahifni
!menstruation. 25 ernes a vial.
Pensoes who lead • life of exposure
are subject to rheumatism, neuralgia
and lumbago and will find a valuable
minedy in Dr. J. II. Iiel.eati'a Volcanic
Oil Liniment ; It v.111 banish pain and
subdue Intianunatioic
lam better than the harsh treatment of
medicines which horribly gripe the pa-
titht aud destroy the coating of the
stomach. (Sr. 'r. J. 11. McLean Chilli*
and Fever Cure, by mild yet effective
action will cure. Sold at 50 cents a bot-
tle.
Tnens are many accidents and dis-
eases which affect stock and cause aeri-
als InconreMence and loss to the farmer
Bankrupt Sale of Cloaks!
Just received from the great bankrupt sale of Hirsh Bros & Co., Nash-
ville, 300 Cloaks, consisting of Ladies' Short Wraps and Jackets, New-
markets, Misses' Newmarkets and Jackets and a full line of Children's
Cloaks. These goods were bought at about half what it cost to man-
ufacture and will be sold at a sacrifice.
60 Children's Cloaks, ranging in size from 4 to 8 years old, at $3.90,
positively worth $8.00; 25 Havelocks in the same sizes at $2.95. These
goods cost to manufacture not less than $4.00
LOT NO. 2.
60 Misses' Newmarkets, ranging in sizes from 10 to 16 years old.
This lot we will sell at $6.55. The cheapest one in the lot cost to man-
ufacture $8. 30 Newmarkets with long Capes at $3.85, sizes from 10 to
16 years old, regular retail price $9.
LOT NO. 3.
In his work, which may be (widely rem- 60 Tight-Fitting Astrican Jackets, all sizes, at $6.50, usually sold at $12,
edied tn. the use of hr. ,J. II. McLean's
Volcanic Oil Liniment.
iv you suffer pricking pains on mov-
ing
you should promptly use Dr. J. H. Mc- 
LOT NO. 4.this eseey, or cannot bear bright light,and timid your sight weak and failing,
Strengthening Eye Salve. 25e.
a box.
CITY DIRECTORY.
BENEVOLENT SOUIETIEN.
lioplInst ilia Lodge. No. 37. A F. A IL-
Meet. at c 11..11, 3.1 story in Thompson
Block. Ist;Mouilay uight in tack' month
Orient.' I tiapter. ?iii It. R. A. M. -Stated
convocationld Monday ot each mouth at Masue-
ie Hall
Moore Cornmandery No, $., K. T -Meets 4th
Monday In each month in Masonic Hall.
Royal Arcanum Hopkinsville Council, No,
514.-Heist. 21 and 4th Thursdays in each month.
Moayon Council, No. 8. Chosen rnends-M eels
in K of P. Hall Iii and 6th Monday in each
meista.
Chruttien Lodge, No.190. Knights of Honor.-
Lodge meets--
K.--A-P.-Meete AI
end 4th Thursdays in each month
Endowment Rank, K. of P -Meet. Id Mon-
day no every month.
Knights of the Golden Croat -Meets drst and
third Fridays in each month
•setent Order of U•ited Workmen -Time of
meeting. A and 4th Tuesdays me each month.
Green liver Lodge. No 64, 1.0.0. F.-Meets
every Friday night at I 0.41. r
Mercy Encampment, No. 31, I. 0. 0. 7.-
Lodge meets 1s4 and Sd Thursday nights
V. M. C. A -Rooms over Knasell's dry goods
store, corner Main and Eighth. Rooms open on
Teasley. Thnesday and Saturday eveatags from
6 to le winch.
COLORED LODGES.
Colon Benevolent Society.-LoIr • meets 1s1
an d lid Monday evenings in each Mo. at Hamer
Overshiners Hall.
meets on Mt and Tuesda nights at Positlgi
Freedom 1..sige, No. 76, U. B. T.-
Hall.
blusestors Temple, No. A 8 of Jr -Lodge
1,75 mesh, Id and 4th Tuesdays la Pasustea Hail
LIM Hopkinsville Lodge, No. 1555,0 U. O. of 0
 
 
IA F.-Lodge meets lid and 4th Mouday nights in
Homer & Overahaner's Hall,
Ill-mu Tie Lodge No lita, G. N.0 of? -
Lodge meets lot and ad Weshiesday night at
Homier & Ovemhiner's Hall
is
tet
5,71.5,15
CHURCHZ8.
M•reterr ClICIRCE-Misla street, Rev. J. N.1.96
Lot Prestridge. pastor. 
meaday School every Sun.
L.50 day Morning. Prayer meeting every Weiner
4".66 
day evening. Cersca-d6 lath street, Eld.
1. W. Welsh, pastor. Sueday School every
1°1111••••• Sunday in“rning. Prayer meeting every W
ed-
. 
SOO I newlay evening. newels" sirMose iuntlay
- Vito. morni
ng and evening.
84.04 H. K. Church. South-Ninth street-Rev.
J W. Len is pastor. Services every Snoday
morale( and evening Sunday School every
Sunday morons, Pray.:r meeting every Wed.
needs, evening.
4.
Lortsvmsea. toe e,taams
SUTTER-
Country portages   15 toil
'miry  Ibis
c remarry  30
ob.th.i AND PICAS-
keuturky navies
Mixed t . . . :
Ham! Melted lad. awl Much.
BATH KU- to 42
13 to ft
Choice patent. whiter Wheat. .$4.00 105.35
CIPAce Minnesota  . tie
Plato patents  CIO to 4 76
Straights   4.15 to 4 311
t. Mar  3.76 to 4.00
Bottom grades   IA to $.1111
Igo • v loN s-
it its Post -Per bbl. . 11 60
Bacon-pre lb loose rl'ir.
Shoulders . Nosninal.
Clear Wilson,* KOS
Clew aides slat
Brbanters-
Shr al Ars _Moonset.
Cleer rib Mike .
Clear etgee  7,TS
Lana-
CboVee   fig -
Prime steam  
Sutras crate users-
earns . 10'0111
Breakfast bacon .
Onitti nage-
Louisville ........ 11 to 14
c Auto aad St. Leafs " Its
WIC AT-
Mo,itfted.
No. 
Iui erry 
 75
771,,
Coax-
No.1 Weed 
be. I wane 
Bag 
414111-
No. 1 mixed 
No. I whits 
sty a-
NO. 3  A telt%
bOeteeillAll Lire MAK v.
C•rves-liood to sales dupplas. Or
 
$4 15 te 30
Light hipping I ft " 4 1111
Onsit, good to extra ITS " i1111
Oise. commioe and niugb 1t4 N
Bulls mind le " I SI
Light stockers lie •• IS
Feeders. good ITS 'S II
Butchers. best Its "555
listeners. mediate to good . 76 "
Buteners, coll.:MOD to •r-diu.. 1 M " 115
'Mir, rough steers, pour cows and
scalawag. . _.... 1 33 "ITS  
Hoes•-Choice packing sett Indeban 410 " 4 II
Fair to good butchers  4 " 4 MI
Light medium butchers... 4 le " 4 le
Shoats  375 "$
001-
;leer molhein„ isathielly .. army
imperial sa 
Sun% SsisSa  IS to 16ittois
T to le
Tub.weinsa . .... ss to is
14111748111541-.
Gond to prime 11,455.11iip.t lbe• ar-
rival, for clean large reels
III D -
Prime that
Prime dry salted  1114
No. " "   Ain
• T
All Timmer rieml to prima. le la to 11 1111
Mediae% to Mixed  II el tbie
use Tomato . SAD to 0.55
Presbyterian Church ,Souther. Asernibly •-
Ninth Strees.-Rev. W. I.. Noun*, pastor. Reg-
ular Services every Sunday 'seeing at II
o'clock A. M.an.latght at 7.10 l'. N, 8unday
school every Sabbath storming 11110. Prayer
meeting every Wednesilay evening.
First Presbyterian Church-Corner Liberty
and Seventh streets Rev. Moutgostery May,
pastor. Servires every Sunday at 11 o'clock, •.
Ia., and 7 o'clock. p. in. Sabbath School at II
o'cdeek, a. m. Prayer meeting Wedneeday
evjatlioinlibe Church-Ninth street-Rev. R. P.
Foshan. pastor. Regular servtese every hue-
day °foreleg at 10 o'clock.
Cumberland Yresbytertaif Church-Rev. A.
C. Biddle. pastor. !Segel/sr rerviess seek Sab-
bath at II o'clock and 7.30. Sabbath School
at II:10 each Sabbath morning Prayer smeettag
em Thursday ensuing at 7:80
Episconal Church-Court street, Rey. J. VI.
Veaatile. Rector. Regular services at a quar-
ter to eleves o'clock, A. M., and 7:10 o'clock
P. 
o'clock.
Sunday. Sunday School at •ise
Liberty *tree* /Tee man's ("h•pel.C. H. M.
Chunk. fl. A. Stewart, pastor unday school
at II a. M.; meanking every Sunday moru1110 at
a. is. and at night Prayer Meeting • ed-
imedar night. Class meeting Friday night.
Horan/sena.* rrst,c MAST.-
Open en Suemlay and Friday. except dories
yaeation, (rum ii a. In. ti 4 p mi. Free to an
pupils of WIC fii5,knarulle Public School. in, ws
the fourth year 11,141.. A11/11141 fee. III to aU
others. C. H. Inirjbarsicna.sa.
C6UNTY DIREct -
CIRCCIT coves.
Tirol Monday in March sad September.
J.11. Grace _ .. Judge.
Jas. R.fJarad$.. .COMiSsuwealth's Ate),
4 . Brown.(her.k
John Nord
QV A RTRILY COURT.
A. 11 Anders's+ Judge.
Fourth blond•y is April, Mg. October and
January.
COUNTY COURT.
First Monday la each moatb.
A. H. A stereos . Presiding Judge
John W. l'a'ne,., County Attorney
John W. BreatbItt County Clerk.
COUNTY COURT OF CLAIMS.
Third Moisday in October and magnet to cam
say time by the Ceenty Chart.
HOPKINal ILIA CITY COURT.
Third Moodily is Novenber, February, MAIM
and August.
J. C. Rrasher Judge
Harry Ferguson ....... . . ..Ckty Atterney.
G. W. Lose, JAM*.
4111("11121104
H. W. Tibbs Agent. 010e o. Seventh
street, near Main.
CHMICH HII.L (IRA NOB.
Ogren. of Church II III Grange 
 
,No, IN P. of
H., for IMO: Kiag, W. M ;171. H. Adams,
W. 0; A. H. Wallace, W. L; F C. Stowe, W.
S; J. A. Wallace, W. AK 8; F. H Plerna. W.
Chap .; H. Adams Vi. Tessa' . A Brow..
ing,W See•y; 0. 'R. Pierce, W. G. K; Hue
assaimida. Lens; Miss Weis Owes, Pomona;
Mini Lehi Pierre, Flies; MIA Sams was, L.
A.8; Mies Fannie caddy. Librarian
CASIT
Olken of Cooky Greats Ne. is, P. of H. for
MN: lbw. L. Graham, W. M.; L. O. Garrett,
V• 0•; Thee Orem, W Lecturer; John C.
eaximy, W Chaplaim; Jac J. Mears W. Mem.
ant ; Walter Nereid& W A6'1 Steward; IL F.
tires, W. Treasurer; W lames Hoary. W. kw
wary: Chas. F. Jackie., W. date-keeper;
Mrs. Jas. J. Stuart. Case: Mrs. Ti.-. Graham,
Pomona; Mee. Winatma Henry. flora; Mrs. B.
ç. ltripesagle astaiwamit =lobe c.
t MINNS A4MIAL IRMO SNOW let sad Id Pei
day Is ageolo4
Consists of a full line of Short Wraps, beautiful styles. We have the
m
with tight fitting sleeves, something entirely new, and will sell them 20
per cent cheaper than it cost to manufacture
BLANKETS, BLANKETS, BLANKETS.
At $3.00 we will sell you a pair of Blankets worth $5.00.
At 2.75 you can buy a pair of Blankets from us worth 4.50.
At 1.00 we will sell you a pair of Blankets worth 2.50.
At 5.50 we will sell you an wool pair of Blankets, guaranteed worth
through _our immense stock willrepay you. iGkin't let this
opportunity pass by without you avail yourself of it.
METZ 84 TIMOTHY,
LEADERS AND CONTROLLERS OF LOW PRICES.
Grissam's Old Stand, Hopkinsville, Ky.
The Mutual Life Insurance Co., of New York.
..SE 101043.006.0
67.51.
ACTUAL RESULTS-A TALE OF FOUR POLICIES.
In Dr. George Tilden, of Omens. Neb., (aged 36,', took life policies for $2,500 each in tam following Com
panies, with results stated below:
C 0 P • NIES .
filintrial Life of New 'lurk
lingual Benefit of New Jersey.
New lurk Life
ignitable Lae .
. 'rotal 1 mph Average
No of Dates Anneal It,, olenii. Annual
1•4411ify Pro-MIUM !peopling 1555 Divide
nd*.
PM Ks March 1, 1.7. i Pi. 13 $131. 47 lit vl
91.239 Yellfry 2. Pda. l 67 15 106 46 It 06
131,4,'o March 18. Pair I ss ma I IS en 10 A
210.131 Feli•ry is. ins. le 13 I 554$ II kil
DIFTERKNCIlt IN COST IN KIGIIT YEA Ils IN FAVOR ol THE Atli:AL LI
FIC:
Over Mutual Benefit. $25.29; Over New York Life. $61 i17: Over ignitable Life. $56.26
Same Mari; Same A mount ; ` dime Plan-ha reer difi•rvat ermar..
Jralfir Story, Trigg county. Kr , age XL insured in the Southern Mutual Life o
f Ky. in is714. Hie dividend is 1ga6 was only le L per eent
H Nelsen, HoPlillow die:KY , (age 116, immured in the Mutual 
Lifr eu IF.•2 His Lou's.: dividend was 23 per emit. Hie dividerajitia wee 0.1
.
Mere Blork, 
SAM'I., H. RICHAR-JSON„ Aimed
Mutual Life Ins. Co... Hopkiser die, Ky
C. DOE. I.A.A.TIBILEL.MIE
HAS JUST RIAACIVED FULL AND colipLrra Lours Or
ds and Notions
Never (ailt to cure every form of disorder Dry Coo 
peculiar to Malarloinfected districts, It
AYER'S
Ague Cure
Is Warranted,
In every ease, when used In accordance
with direction.. It roulettin b. quinine.
sad not only neutralizes Milionatir
but stimulates the Liver to bean lo action.
CM tone to the Stomach. and promot
es
appetite.
"Pottersville, Tesa,,1
Jan. 15, 1884.
"Dr. J. C. .4yer 4- Co.:
"Gentlemen: For more than
40 years I have lived in local i -
ties aboundine in Malarial
disorders: have been the suleect
of their attacks in many forms,
and found no s*Meely so reli-
able and safe as .4yer's .4gue
Cure. Taken according to
directions, U will never fail to
cure. )
J. B. .1f. ITle.VTER."
Ayer's Ague Cure.
l'HEI
Dl. J. C. ATER & CO , lowed], Rasa
Sold by all Drugglits.
Pelee Pi six bottles. DS.
Limy ad Fool Stalik!
 
 
& POOL, Prop's.
AMPLE AfIXIMODATIONS I
CONTIENTLY LOCATED!
hpivelal &Mutton tJi yes to rnestithiug
Teamsand Vehicles.
T....ONET I
1111111DOISTRZXT. ••zi
-CONSIsTIso OF
FINE DRESS COODS, LACES,
Embroidery, Fine Hosiery and Handkerchiefs,
Car-pct.-ties, Fi..1.i.aggine
Oil Cloths, Mattings, Etc.,
k II of %%hi( h he offers at
Exceedingly Low Prices.
Call and Examine them. His stock was never
Larger or Prettier.
NAT. GAITHER, Van:41,r.
J. K. GANT. Salesman
C-at 6= a-althorn co=ca.pa..rly,
-PROPRIETORS-
Planters' Warehouse,
TOBACCO AND 1711ZAT COMMISSION laRCIIANTS,
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.,
7'. W. 2...+.2cCleuglriesee, Pommiclmat.
meet:Toes
mt, it. Nano., N 0. &maw £0. Sohn.. T 4151111115, H. Lipstise. A. A Saabs
MAKE MONEY!
Tortoni.* are daily mode by suncessfu I men-
tors in msteeks, Gratin amid 55 55.
Theme invuotoweata frequently pay from $1100 to
11.600 dollar. or more oa each $100 ;enlisted.
Address for circular.,
WILIJAM R. Rh HARDIE
Itaakw and BrokO,.
11 Imadiway. now Tart.
Dissolution Notice.
.lay bee.
* It
w Met
lenses la hereby me that ibe am et Wald
aiatialie Manner at Um old
wearers of brooms berthas
by mutestnotteent. It P.
s•.d.s.. Su. an* Nom, sad to doss author-
laid so eines. aallerisiala Imo Panic. haw .
lag elates spainst will premise those.R. P. WOOD.
is IA Factory. lees. A is. P. a KIM DON.
FARM FOR SALE.
• dralrable beim a OM awes Is et
1 
la
, gals 13‘ .Ds. tas I A.M111.
will sold it a misilles iii sa aslvo saani.
prima. he.. Ill mass
wall bead, tie la
a • gook au*
bows nor a
hare,
es tile farm. be
MIMI iletli ma
tar I:
Is tie
.517 11 64.A Pr111 ,
sags. a
A new lot of Station-
ery just received at this
oZze.
THE TM-WEEKLY NEW El
--Ft1111.-bialtD ST-
her Era Priattng and Publishing Co.
JOHN 0. 1IIIT, - Editor.
NIUMOCSIIIPTIONI SIATIMS.
TO-Weekly New Kra, om year, : : SIM
six math& : 1111
" " 1.1.•er mouths, : TS
sally New Era, om year, • ill
" 1,1Z mouths, 
TS
four "Loathe, le
CLUB earls.
Tr- Neatly, is clubs of aye,
et I.
Weekly, la elute of In.
t'Ll II IRA TEM
Wei have arranged woe the publishers of t
he
sewspepers named below to furniah the Tel -
Wesg...Y Nay LOA suit any or all of them at
Ii. following raou tree, of podage, to subs
'scribers.
IN
IN
: IN
IN
Tat- a- tatty '.rc Elt• and %relay Cou-
rier-Journal - -
Weakly Lotloyille n otuoierriel -
Daily Louisville Commercial - - I
Jelly looney Journal
Sitodey t'ourter Journal - - -
Weekly Brae.% tile ourier - -
Weekly Evanerilie - - -
Farmers' Home Journal, Louna ills -
Weekly Masonic Journal - - -
Weekly Nine tor\ nuu -
Harper's Monthly Mega/the
Harper's Weekly
Harper% Bram - -
limper% Young People •
Peterson's Slagesiee -
teleolic Magaziuc •
Doily Keening Pan
Weekly le:w 4. &inn run°.
banalen'a Lady 'a Book -
-tleterday Evening Poet - -
New 1 ork Ledger
tdatury Magesine • - -
• Nichols.
The Current, l'hicago . - -
Cincinnati Satunia) Night asd New Kra
Demorose M...a.Magiutine and New Era
Detroit Free Prim and New Era
Phila. Saturday Night aid New Kea
Our Little Ones and Nursery and New Kra
Louisville Sono-Weekly Poet ant New Kra
Southern RI% ttua.• and New Lea
Spirit of the yarn, ou,t New Bra
Amaican Farmer soil Nee leasi
Pational Stockman and !artier aid New
Kra
Farm end ifirealde and New bra
nturlington Ham rye ea Kra
hirio-Weelilv Pont and New Era
Ilona and Fano and Nre 1.ra,
TO
90
SO
id
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1 1,1$8S.
Sunset Cox ia the greatest of them 
all.
He Is the only man who ever euc
ceeded
In obewing two salmi...) from the Gov-
ernment at once.
James A. Walee, the brilliant cartoon
artist of Puck, went crazy front excea
sive drinking and committed isuiviole last
Monday, in his thirty-sixth ear. It
gets them all.
There isTst-rong probability that Judge
Thos. II. Hines, of Bowling Green, will
enter the race for Governor. Judge
Hines le a popular gentleman and would
;stake a, good Lativer1144-- -
_
A Workingman caudidate for the City
Council in Lonisville only received 179
votes. How is that for the mighty
 ca-
per the Workingman's ticket is expec-
ted to cut next lllll mer?
The Country with the Treasury cur-
phis is much In the same condition as
the oil woman liveol in a oboe
with an over-supply of cloildren-"it
has so much money it olou't know what
to do."
It was rumored in Washington the
other day that Mrs. Cleveland was lost.
Grower's days of trouble have conic.
With • rheumatic knee ant a lost wife
he deserves the eympathy of the e01111-
tryat large. -
John D. -White has written two col-
umns to defend the moutitaineers from
newspaper caltintoy. It has been ru-
mored that the crested jay-hawk his
shied his castor into the gubernatorial
ring. If em, his two (solutions are ti tuft ly.
An (Boer in the Austrian army re-
cently entered a reetsurant in Vienna
and ordered a nine-year-old girl to give
hint her seat the tables were full. She
refused and he BIWA the child dead. Ile
theta blew out hi- brains. Flue murder-
er bore the strangely inappropriate loHltle
of Schnee %Veto% solow White . The
devil has doubtless given hien a :letter
one.
Mistwuri chines the oldest Postmaster
in point of service in the Utlizeil Stat
ooi.
Mr. Elija Posttioister at
• Mo., is the Mao. Ile awe appoin-
ted by Presi.ferut Fillmore, an litas
the °Muse contitimaisly ever since. In
addition to this fact he has never *lowed
a day to pass without Soiling him at his
poet, and bare the reputation of hav-
ing made a good and efficient (officer.
The Liquor Men's l'ro-tective A••••40-
elation, of Kentucky. Flirt in Louisville
Wednesday to effect a per,eet atiti-i rt.-
hibition organization. It easy to see
how Louisville stands on the s hiskey
question front the Icilloowing paragrsph
from the Poet: "Out of the (ache
new members' of the Connell elected
yesterday„tive own saloons antl a sixth
is a brewer. You can't down the etio r-
p g saloonist on election day. Even
old Dick Watts, who has been repre-
senting the Fourth want shit* Dille im-
memorial, ran up against a saloon keep-
er yesterday. and came to grief."
Tomer u and Italian bri and a ed so;
who has sert
country and Italy, was shot and killed
In a beer ealoon iii New York recently.
AllytiZzo was an ingenious robber, Ansi
is said to litliVe 11,1iiwil a tilail:cioach ill
Italy eingle-hanoleci, elthough it -wait
guarded loy soldiery. Ile accomplished
this by means of alialf-dozen dummies
stationed on each eide of the road, where
they could only just be (teen, and not
distinctly. Then he halted the coach
and sacked it at leisure. American cow-
boy stage robbers must go pat after this
original exploit, which is romantic
enough for a scene Fre Navel°.
Congretisinen are complaining it:
Washington that they will not have Giiie
to rechice the tariff this cession and con-
sideration 01 the measure will have to
I. postponed a year. As the presump-
tion Is that a man who le elected to
Congress knows enough about the tariff
Issue' to east an Intelligent vote, the
publk are beginning to wonder how
much time it will take the Hiltons to con-
centrate on the hone. Mr. Cleveland
and Mr Nanning have epoken out tin-
mistakablv iii till. usestion and as the
party most he responelble to the country
for • red uct ion of taxes, our Congress-
men ran ill afford to ignore the tariff
during the present hosalon.
Tone op the *yawn and improve the
appetite by Sating Ayers Sarsaparilla.
It will make you kel like a new person.
ils have band health. and re-
lief from puffed.* be Use tweet tide
great blood purifier, when all other
means filled.
••Witat Has He Rene P'
---
The t11111, s •ra of Gen. Buckner in the
race for Govetnor base their opposition
au a gat whin with a falling billection.
"Wheat Muria done that he 'howl be
Goves 'tor ?" is flippantly aid.rd in anti-
cipalluts of a condemning negitlye. Ilia
adversarial' have eaught to accuse him
eland content thenuarlyee with idle 'sur-
mises about his lack of ability and po-
litical experietice, time hoping to beat
the old hew with a dismay negation of
thew qualities eeeential to the Governor
of • State. Hear what his people say of
hint. In a Maas unietisig of the cid-
sees, of Hart county, Monday, it was
resolved
• 'Fbat tte ',rowed Geo. Simon Boli-
var But knee to the people of the State
a•  ti1.11.011 otembletnielied character, a
soldier of two ware, a modest, culti% a-
ted gentlemen, a Democrat in whom
there I. no guile, and untranitueled by
any political conaplicatione of the past
and an eiderpilaing, eliergetic, public-
spirited citizen and Kentucky (artier ;
one whore. training and culture has
made him well versed in statecraft, in
consititutknial law and the common law
of the las.d, sod who stouloi bring to the
po coition ol Governor of Kentucky just
sieli qualities et head and heart as the
exigent-ire of the time. and state of af-
fairs now in Kentucky detnaud."
This resolution sounds the key note
of Gen. Buckner's" character. Not alone
because he was great in war. but be-
cause lie is a gentletilan of the highest
character, because he Is • Democrat ot
the tritest type, Lecause lois a prudent,
energetii-, worthy citizen, because in the
retirement oh ferns life lie lima %watched
tite course of national and state affairs
with a mind- well tottossi -Intl., under-
standing and newer, of public events
by distinguished service in the past-
tor emelt and all of three remota. he is
pre e lll i ll cooly the Melt tor the office.
I Titiotewho Loubt his executiie ability
need but appeal to his record to be con-
vineed. this quality of hie -character
has been his distinguishitig power. In
the organiz &thin of the Slit. Guards in
1'4;1, ill hie alutoot oracular counsel on
the field cof battle, in hi is rapid *lid de-
serted promotion to higher ranks of
honor. In Ilia 1101101Mble Career as milk
ti r'llysi-4*"1„bratii tial1nt•I t' et n:8"Igl: L laUiif ii 
ut
a an instructor pa;
tiaLy• Governor of It
Went l'oitit-all are convincing evi-
. dela e tif hits eto111.1 to it WCIIHe,
executive ability, culture and learning.
Three thing* hae he done and big power
of attainment is not cramped or crip-
pled by the sten:ions privacy Int lila farm
_safe.
'BM cfy is raised that he is mica.
perienced in "Statecraft," whatever
that may mean. True is it that Ice is
ignorant of the doubtful methods of the
trickster; he Is utiali Wed ill the inaiiipu-
lations of the wire-workers stud ,cleuta-
goggles; he carries with bin, none oh
; the odor tel the prefeesional Oiler meeker
! I and, if not to know theet things is
ignorance of statecraft, then is be
grandly Weeded ill his ignorance. In
these  yo,sra of private life com-
.pletely identified himself with the peo-
ple. Ile practically knows what things
are most needed for our advancement.
Ile does not look upon the office of Goy-
' tumor as a politician, but IA a man who
*nada to :contribute. the wisdom of a life
of rich experienees to the better-
! 
nient of the people of Isis native State.
. his very character and condition he
fulfils every requirement of timer who
cry "dos s ith ring rule and cliques,"
another mime for prated statecraft.
lie is a man of ideas. such a 111411 as well
stilts the tax payers of Kentucky.
The lact Ilia: Gen. Buckner has not
liven in politics is cei not a dis-
pialitication, for oftentimes leave the
people called frvni their ranks men wbo
have accomplished the greatest good and
achieved the highest renown. When
the lt..nitin legione under Lucill6 NI
Were locked in the Alban hills en-
circled by a hostile aruay and death, in-
telligence of the threatosting danger
was borne to the “city of the seven
! .' • The siidest corsternstion ensued.
The Senators and eutisMs,
1% hell ail other agclicies were exhausted,
..tioutight themselves of the tanner
Slessiungers found hint in his
field at soil:. lie heard the call of his
ulotil.e his toga, and in 2-1
It't1 Ole rcsciied legions a triumph-
ant inarvli it to the great city, and to-day
the name l'incinnatus is a synonym
for all that is brave in war and wise in
Geo. Buckner is Kentucky's political
1 Inciiinatus, and the drivling opposition
' lie is edeolititerilig ihwel tiOt mar his
...louvres nil slicers.. If his aolverearies
; have no stronger argument thati the
negative kind, they lire tout worthy to be
. heard aloi certainly will not toe heeded.
coin. Buckner !IAA done Illaoy things
entitle him to honor. Ile is a
titill W hoar! character, integrity, culture,
aggressive forceomperior common sense,
practieabbity and record eminently qual-
ify him for the tufffie 1.f Governor.
lieliceportli let el. have 111111e of the idle
gout teritige of his opposers.
For forty years. A Ter's Cherry Vec-
tor ti lis• lieu uleinoto.triiteel to be the
otos' reliable remedy iu use rue colds,
*ought' rood hug diertmes. Slight eekle
should toot be neglecteol. The Pectoral
• ill prs %mit their hi comliog chronic .
Preltibitima I. Hew Englard.
!Wows, Dec. 7.-The muulcipal shot'-
thou. Ill New England to-day geoerally
resulted in vietvries Our the "iiti license"
pettphe
Fail River caused surpr.se by voting
for "sio license," sell hoe bevies strong
liveliest toe ii. New !latest elected a
Democratic mayor by WO plurality. The
labor csiolidate get 1,100 VOWS.
FOR DYSPEPSIA anti Liver Com-
plaint, you have a printed guarantee on.
every bottle of tibiloti's Vitaliser. It
never fails to cure. Sold by J. R. Arm-
istead.
His CoMe ef Flee Fat Idgittweed.
Prom the ben mash Beam
David Fender, of Chuck County, died
several days ago. He was near 100 years
old. Hist exact age, it is said, is not
knoeis. lie was a soldier in Use war of
1b12 and thew a pension from lb. Gov-
ernment up to the time of his death
Years ago, belore the war, he made Ida
own coast out of solid fat lightwood anti
laid it aside lor future use. One iner-
t limit liss sold iiim as many as two sets
of triumitip for the casket. the welled
being purchased liter the Bret had rotted
out.
-onto As -
I aould specially recollillieliti t1.1 the
ladies Acker's Oyspeptia 'tablets. As
a laxative they hale r i equal. l'hey
are guaranteed to cure Chronic Consti-
pation, Dyapepsis, and all diseasea aris-
ing from a diseased stomachs. With a
free use of the 'I allett, Sick Headache
I. Int poseible. II. ii..ii•assfut, druggist.
A Tax ea Ike Tildes Estate.
New YORK, Dec. 7.-The estate of the
late Samuel J. Tilden, ills defined, un-
der the laws ot' Intk5, reganling taxes
upon estates, Is subject to a tax of 5 per
cent. on all betpieste to relatives beyond
the 1100041t1 mrsieratIon-thad is, besesid
nephews and MOP s. I litialll Yell as the
bulk of the estate ht betilleateAl to per-
centmi ou;side this limit anti for the public
benefit, the Treasurer .01 Westchester
county, whoee duty it is to vollect these
taxes, has begun an investigation, and
if he finds that a tax is due, lie will take
legal 1111.111$0, lie say., to collect, unless it
is paid toraitto
sso-
A NASAL INJECTOR free with
each bottle of Shiloh's t'atarrh Remedy.
Price Weenie. Sold by J. R. Armistead.
Milariens Students nnspended.
tiltaKSVILLK, S. U., lase. 7.-.t large
'umber of the students of Entkine Col-
lege, at Due West, wound up a celebra-
soma .ue Tbsockagiviug Day by marching
in a hotly that night to the campus of
Due West Female College, and treating
the young ladies to • tin-horii esmenade
with cat-call accompaniments. Krsidne
College is a ilenoutioational institution
tinder the comntrol Of the Aseociate Re-
formed Presbyterian clitireli of the
South. and the prescribesi olleciplitie is
iheretore very righl and strait-laerol.
the faculty instituted an investigstion,
the result of which was announced to-
day. The leader of the hilarious SW-
(triad has been expelle I, and forty-seven
other' are suspended for three mouths.
oes ur 
A Billable Article.
For enterprise, push, and • desire to
get stich goods as will give the trade
satieleetion, G. E. Gaither, the druggist,
leads all competition. For this reason he
ha: securest Dr. Itoositko's Cough and
Lung Syrup, because it hi the best medi-
cine on the market for Cough's, Colds,
Crotty sr ci Printery l'onotimption.
Price hOeetits and $1.00. Satuples tree.
Another Immigration Age-at Searing
the Negroes Out et the State.
Cocuneiti, s. C., Dec. 7.- All WIWI-
gration agent is buoy among the negroes
try hot to work up an exodus to Arkan-
sas trout the neighborhood of Barnwell
and Blackwell. He promicke $20 a month
to able-bodied hande. As an additionel
incluirement or incentive he prophesies
that there will be a war of races here
within IS months. Ile promises to have
Ate engines and 30 pasitsenger coaches at
itteekville about the middle of January.
Ile tell. them that Arkansas' Is • Repub.-
ham State and that all men are free and
equal there.
A large number of negroes have al-
ready lett Barnwell and tuany other sec-
tions of the low country for Arkansas,
and so many others are leaving that the
0I09111B is bect011itig a aeriotts matter with
the planters.
• oils,. •
TIIK REV. GEO. 11. THAYER, of
Bourbon, says: "Both niy sell
and wile owe our ilreit to SHILOH'S
CONSUMPTION CURE. Solt!' by J.
R. Armistead.
-e- set-
The Enterprising Swindler Arrested.
Nsw Your, Dec. 7.-The enterprising
person who recently sold $30,000 worth
of unauthorized tickets for the Patti con-
t in the City of Mexico, has been cap-
tured, it is believed, by Mexican detec-
tives. From dispatches received at Hen-
ry M. Abbey's office, in Mho city, ills
supposed that the swindler has been
found within thirty miles of the City of
Mexico. 'the man is supposed to be one
Charles Burton, an alleged Parisian
journalist, who lived at No. 514 Clinton
Place, in this city, for a few weeks last
fall. The information contains-11 in the
dispatches was very meager, and It is
not known positively by Mr. Abbey's
representative In this city yeetrniay that
Burton. tor whoever he is, bad actually
beets ted. It Wall known to a cer-
tainty, however, that the man was tinder
police aurveillatice, atiol would tett be al-
to irave-the essuntett,-
that there was a very good chant., of
covering the money.
' IC_ht Garner w s iss to make an
aseerilion, which he can back
ith a positive guarantee. Ti'. all
about Acker;s Blood Elixir. Ile claims
nor it stipecrior 'iterate 0101 all oth-
er remedies of Its kieill. and guarantees
.lor it a positive end sure cure for Rheu-
, Syphilio, arid all blood disor-
ders. It trees the skin trout spots arid
, diseaer, mid leave the complexion clear.
Ask him about it.
 
--se. -
A New Company started at Kinship
ham, With Alt Imment.e Capital.
Boos mat Am, Dec. 7. -This was a
red-letter day for land schemes. One
alone of which the public hag had no
estleilist1011 Iterore is large enough In
capital stock to buy up ail fornter ven-
tures of the kind. This is the Ensley
Land Company, whose purports Is to
I build the town of Ensley, four miles
; out on village creek, where the Pratt
Cnal and Iron Ctsinpany is building
1 four furnaces. The aeelaratIon pro-
f!es for a capital steurk of ten million
, dollars. Papers were also filet! for the
incorporation of the North Highland's
Land Company with $3100,000 capital
1 stock, and the North Highland's lin-
' prevenient Company with $100.000, both
1 tieing enterprises of the Richmond and
runinghaut eapitalt7ts who compoee
the North Birmingham Companies.
They bought their North Highland.
property froin the Klyton Land Cons-
Pour at a met of about half a million
dollars. Their improvement ompany
I. destitute.' to aid the development of
this by the coustruction of a dummy
railrosel and iii other ways.
°WHY ‘V ILL YOU colig,i whet,
1 h's Cure will give- Mantediatei--ialieS1
Price 50 cent. arid $1. Bold by J. IL
Armistead.
41 . IL Garutt wialris to state that he
has at last found an article I1 caui'iucll
on its merit's. It Is with pleasure he
guarantees to the public Acker's English
Remedy ste a sure anti never-failing cure
for Aetlinia, Cotighe, Whooping Cough,
Crotip, and all Lung Troubles. It is
the standard remedy for Consumption.
He has never found its equal.
Platt for Melding Tobacco.
Capt. Adam 1.1ter, of Ohio county, an
old mid respected farmer, e rites to the
Home Jowl'sl that it is evident farmers,
cannot raise tobacco at prices (WOO to
$3.00) per hundred) and live or pay dubtos.
Ile thinks farmers moot put their ON it
el 1.1er to the wheel to get relief 'I he
cause Of low prices 1111 over produetion.
The remedy is to reduce acreage of next
crop and keep off all of the present crop
from the market that It Is possible to
hold. Every One Can help this Cause by
contributing a mite. Let meetings be
called In every neighborhood to discuss
this subject. If acreage can be reduced
next year it will help all the present
crop on hand afterJune 1st. His pi•in Is
for all who can to pool their tobacems and
not prise before the first of May, and
then only In good keeping order. Roll
it away am! keep It out of the market.
In this way owners form a stock com-
pany, capital all paid up. keen be held
until a better !prospect is at howl. At
present, If sold on the markets, only 1.i--
handlers will bid on it, anti they will
have to hang it up or it will rot In the
hogshead.
SHILOH'S !AMU, REMEDY-
& positive cure for Catarrh, Diphtheria,
and Canker Mouth. For sale by J. R.
• rat Weed .
SCROFULA
Humors,
Erysipelas,
Canker, and
Catarrh,
Can be
cured by
purif yin
I do *sot belay, that
Ayer's Sarsaparilla
has on taped as a cure
ba tioredithani Bu-
llion. It is Orman{
to take, gin ea t agt
ta. the antv that! pro-
duces s Ito.* purt116-
heat result than any
medicine I ever
-E. Halms. North
!Judaic, (Mk,.
I have used Ayer'e
Plopospartilo, iti my
family, for Scrofula,
aiiuh kuous, if it ha
sten faithfully it will
tli..a..tigtily eredicede
tide terrible slietwee.
W F.
litecitville, Trutt.
For forty years I
tre suffered withysipatlas. I have
tried a eri, nes remedies
for ii complaint. but
found no relief aunt
I nrieuuseueed Wittig
Ayet's Setsoparllla.
After taking ten bot-
tles tit this medicine I
lirti completely cured.
-lb. C. Amesbury,
Rockport, Me.
I have suffered, for
yearn, front Catarrh.
which sail am severe
that it thetroyed my
appetite and seek-
otioa my a y t•st.
After trying other
remedies, without re-
lief. t bu.ggn to take
Ayer'a Sarsaparilla.
and. In a few month*,
was cured. -Rums L.
Cook, 101 Albany at.,
[Liston, Mall..
g Ayer's garsaparilla
the blood thaI
ever tried. I have
taken it for Scrofula.
C a n ke r awl Salt-
Rheum, and IftWeltrinvi
'stitch benefit bona it.
It is rood, am. for
• weak stomach. -
Millie Jane Peirce. 8.
Bradford, Maas. ft
with
Ayer's Sarsaparilla,
Popper-v.1 t.) hr..1 :L... Ayer & M.
Price WI; ale bottles. $S.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
Jas A. T0e1141. W. D. Jou. A. GUNN, 11
RS. YOUNG & GUNN,
HOMEOPATHISTS,
HOPEI...9111.1.F, K1 .
Ofili•e cor 11th soul Main.
OMMTlfresi.
A. P. CAMPBELL,
=DENTIST,
ilopkinsville, - - Kontucky.
ofiee-ever-11.-Fraskel & sons.
G. E. MEDLEY,
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
ONce over Kelly's Jewelry store.
ATTONIN Eta.
JOHN FILLAND. JOHN FKLAND,Ja.
THE nEA/irD%-
We offer the following "liniurentesits"
tm subseribtra to Llie New Elt• :
Attorneys at Law,
WIll practice in all the courts of Ude Com
mo 
-
nwealth.
011re is Hopper Block.
C. A. Champlin,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Office over Planter* Rank.
Ropkiasedle, - - - - Ky.
. 
_
EvoltiliVILLS di V llll LTON DAILY PACK=
The Light Draught Summer
isT 'Xi MT
J. B. THOM PsoN
int. NASH.
PREMIUM LIST.
We lieVe time far iserenweed Ow the fol-
lowing premium'. The list will be etH11-
pletest isp to $1.0011.00 session ait possiible.$210.00 4111011,1.rtiril Le toe, els,
ortavee each, sold and fully
liv tI II. bald...
to,, Louisa Ole, Ky.
$80.00 t..,1'.1`..„1,7 f
premiums
. Masai«,
 
clerk.
Will leave Z  f l'aneeltoe dally
except Sunday. at ti o'clock. a es,. makiegeere
ammetione with the 0.. K. N - IL R.
Reternieg. leaves Canneltoe doily at 590p
apodayoneetiptod. and Owenehore at Spa.
PDST•T TIME C•IIID.
eLeti:ee 
1.llatUse0 . 
tin. 
 
 p. M. Warp 
in . sharpL.caei4
Fare DOD, for round trip on Sunday. tint moll
respossible for stores peed:meet by the steward.
BYRNIKalk SN'AIIIK, Agents
For freight or passage one'. Mewl.
ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
adverti.;ing in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Newepapier Advertising Bureau,
10 Apnoea $e-. Now York.
send I Ooto. for 100-Pamen Passapasiken
RO
POROUSED
PLAST
•
Cares Backache, Lang Treables
Kidney Diseases,
Rheamatism, Et&
A tral mall cony-awe the nice* skeptical that
they are go beet. Tio• are meditated with carsi-
cum and the butes principle of petroleum, being
far ro,nre prnrorlui is their attloon hmv.threpLwier.
Inc, not be induced to take other.. bid be son sne
get ihe mode» "PeteMine," which '4 always ea-
aksed In an eawkire with the stgames nt the
Mffilybetogoegirs ; also seal on front and 
hi.,ova, Th. P. W. P. Co., and dleection• In
each plaster Sold by first-claw druggists, 95
Wets each.
CORN PLASTERS
Are the heat Mom remedy fee had mil soft enrol.
sad wow GO to owe Price ss eras.
ThePelegWhiteProprietary Es.
113 W. Broadway, N. Y.. U. C
or FIRST-CLASS DRUGGISTR
Awl B•URT IL ()ARNIM, District Ape. ler
M•pkieerville. By.
we will furnish the Tie-
Weekly New Era I year,
ticket, New York World and U S. History.
WORKING CLAMS Attention!
Master Commissioner's Notice.
II RISTIAN SWUM t
Win. ilester'a Aden's'
vs.
lir re and Creditors
•11 eiseanns having elated mailed th• *stele
of 'a no. Weiler, are hereby not t 11.91_10lls
*Arne, Vgasperir %ended. edit at toy *Mee is
Holdall% dlr. ,oa or before the lith ef
December, lied I. lit'liN ITT.
Mi-ster i  tutu tawnier .
Job Printing promptly
executed at:this office.
D. P. FAULDS,
ava FtenritIt Av.., toettiseitte,ny.
.
PIANOS AND ORGANS!
Dealer le all Alliances awl Fereige Sheet Ma-
mie. and all Med. of email MI.Icwiestrummis,
see and artist.' designs in the greet
CHICSERING PIANO
rot *peep' . I bats • large list of Pielaal
themmuned leading makers of the emote,
Zmy momlily pa theist.. All letters of
IMAM prouipil) answer,. I. it CT %tours§
7J. P. 7".11-T_Tr-M13,
SD rousts % co- . lisaelevIlle, By
G. K !SALVOS. 
I tS
InrilloCrickaorks
No. 315 Upper Fourth St..
MaraScantlin,
Manufacturers of every variety of
LSON, ik CONFECTIONER
Street, oppolute Phood II tr.,
ItEhlot oisicrtsri.% oic itaso it 
11 "4.1.1 - 1 I tin
Cca-lecta." oxls 9
AND '1 liE PUSEET 
CANDIES
PlaillFalicyCraciers
Evansville, Ind.
Fresh Bread
ANDCAK
EVERY DAY,
intuit,. scat-
T. IrernOiro are of
'Irr 'OF 41/ WM, eliF
our goods ran he bought of any whoksitele
grocer in Evansville ot factory prate, aed as
fresh as if ordered-41feet from net - -
When ordering good. of Wholesale Gramm
please say "seed Marsh /t eamithe's Creek-
en.." otherwise Inferno goods may be neat
OLD PAPERS,
FOR SALE
At This Office.
32110w161E11[301_41
Female College
HopkInsville, Ky.
Ti,. r.11 Term will open oe MONDAY, AD-
eT an, Me. An experienced focally. thee-
oughtinatreetion sad teems as beretofore. Few
other information call on or address
111. army,
Hopkioav Ille • Zy
Now York Slioppillg.
.6 db. A A. ells iffa eke slk
I N
TOBACCOS
CIGARS.
All lima of Smokers Gases
'VII/ 'VIP 'RP WW1.
Special Inducements to Country Merchants.
NEWS DEPOT. ;=;`•,„,'":t tbts;',71
Dailn Paper.. FaHhoon Wade,
C. I WILSON
ri•eryboilv delighted with the tasteful and
beautiful select/es* made by Mrs. Lamar, who
has se•i y failed to please her c Lattimore. New
Spring cannier ; net issued. Sea -I tor it. Address
SRA. ELLRN LANAI
1ot Clet Riad
Without leareing thal Hopper A Sow have •
large dock of
Holiday Goods,
e are now i inrialli g Wt Ir,e Ise cases. Toilet
Went at home. the thole of the Do e. or ter
thew etiiire moment.. Business new, light lad
prefitable. Preece* ill eau ',y either sse '  ears
from So too U (Si per evening„ and a pro-
porlionate sum by devoting all their Luse to the
itgeoneos. Whys ani_girie earn near. y essence
as men. That who nee 'ha may seed their.
&Jilted', end test the biome* Vie make Ii... of-
fer To en to a, are reit n II pat idled Or Win
aen on. .1 1111 1.• i• ti,,- trouble of writing.
- -------
----- --u lit t free. A ihirene (.50
Awl, Maisie.
prepared to to rood. 44.aanen 4411.14. 41•4144,
we will furnah the Weekly
New Kra I year. with tick-
et in "or drowns, and the Week.) Uouner
Journal I near, •n.1 a Waterbury Watch
For $5.25 will •en't wr"Slynine year, ticket and Cou-
rier-Journal and Waal'.
we will fureish the Week-
ly New Reg, • ticket is
ilravring. the Weekly New lora World, awl a
hen-loon.. :rather-bound gilt edged Ilistory of
the I:mad state.'
$75.00
$45.00
$30.00
$30.00
$2000
$20.00
$20 00
One St•ndard 4-1Iorse Wagoe.
eamle of tlii.roughly seasuised
timber, soakod ia oil.
AR elegaid Seirlag Maritime
with ail and latest iseprove•
ed attachments
Three Tuition Certificates In the
Cheithriefeloi t
good bar tare vales is tuition.
Two Mail Scholarship 'Hill.
catns in Louisville Mort•hand
sod y pi- W riling I minute.
A Inc Suit of Clothes to Ise se-
lected by the purchaser.
A See Silver Watch, student
'rime, and waresetedi Grai-
l-lam in every receet.
A handsome decorated Dieser
Net of I hoot.
$12.50 iNnaTar,t'le,`,;,',Thrie,T,.,r1741:'•.,''' the
$12 . 50 Itill:ArlaVf:";;M'urfraecTi; r t
he
$12.00 aWreyb"ils-ea ticsrabirioed!
trated, leather-houoil.
$10 00 ..A.Itsoll,iela..e.latii.cde gentleman's
$10.00 
pin', Cumtts$rt 
ireekiwgri.-"°-
$5 00 •t Pair°, Flee Baits.$3.50 A Vine list.
$3.00 T,h,-,w,:erki, Americas
Our Book Offer
MARVELOUS PRICES!
BOOKS MILLION
IreleopAoto Novolo omit Other. Worlia. by Pewees
Amities., Aims.' Amos. • loea•
at* pabttelsod as %war paInplantl Lem. bad ali els pe
typo epos geed paper. Sheehy. of a
3INO satiety et eetearso. gm. a+ 11.1* bb •samost•
Ito tion 'elites\ 111•44ed lbw.", easy Moats or War sesta
Ulm as poems* la raoth.two...1 tom taews-bsatio treald -oat
Si,vo eon*. Seee beet la ....rams Is Ita Ifhe Widow lealide rev... II* le tee Seek
0.1.006 ...Hu groodartaelo Wombed on, Lao) sit.1 wet
iii. its. as Naar lo-3•• sat, ever •••6
1- Irlator Bysshe/ Iteereadess. • las.
• aoslaa I %wade.. tattioalta. tt.osewe. Iressoo rIr Iry s,
• gpfulurru.es. lotto. •Insett ste.1 •toolado
1116011 tat Me eat 1111elsw. A IAT Itaiy•
(total I1•• ouster of HaIdeu restos.
• 1111•1•611•44 Ittortialtena sad Illeeitese.• 'wee
sod Meese .-e:14.4.• wt.. •alslItssleao awl y•also ere
ett.eeeeetertheae,•••
• The Afialadwell 1.eeteellt 941eir tat,.' sad inss
atomics ...pima gui4o se onewsroadystre.olltsag plat.
disst,toous 1,4 a...eon...oil,. el Mews .1••esr) susg
raltelarrablet brae ao•i•arlael•Irm.
The Tenure Wee,. • Inatetal la, %loiter Coln..
Iladsor of %row.. la Whist
T. Wed tiara Teem. • hotrot ay Yr. il•ary
Wood, gather of • tow I.• oar .in
S.. The Lady era...Lake. liticocloa. --The
Laaly or tr. 1.••• t• • ..•infroro in  •. s., the
*wise :worn. swan ea Wort 41-ante.% tOtane Ott.
1. dtplik*._ Nad. aintort*, Sty_ ,tivat wo.sbof of
Id. •Isee Israel. • itee.oe 1,11.4. wi-
ther el -Ate. ' -The Nibs
IL L•dy titheoioAtisee Preen.. • Me.•I ay in..
Nag. of • Port Thome ••
it. The Intretevy sor the Nell, lee,. A Inonet ay
lb. settee "r 1.0,s T'...r
IS. Thet lime.. awl Was. • kelt*
golloattled it Use Labia, stlest••. Le. steredesoe, tear
red Mee
Jobe liewerbealVe ell*. A "...to ay Vs.
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PATEN rS
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handsome Iten.JAI 16:tt
i 
tearellanednia Ileoles, Dome. N roe Hooke,
Photo oitlit Autograph Altana. etc The) hiive
inet recetved • ist utsanirottr
Itears and Scissors,
wares tat, You can get II arp. ri Bazaar Pot-
ato. is any style you need, ita the) have a
harms Mork a "hew' patterns
If von .uid make h• me e. enfortalile lies
),,,a taloa with
Heavy Paper Twill,
Mae cut tlie ottoltt 1111.1 nor your carpels.
They have a hiego stock ,if stationery, you
won ti tio well to ...tontine Th.lr .tto k of
pound., trade • inerk• and •otata, A e.
menicon I oneo, ft.r medical other coo- prim liethemet oils, Pnt &c.
Ole Melt's. Irtterft reor•eo, A yorala. suits fur In-
fringements. a_11 sties,'.-. arming teler Pipes& 1 Is rove ple
Lawa yonomptIr attenrieti to. In•ention• that
bevel...en RV Ihd TEO by the Patera ,iNce may
still. in mt.{ are`, Ite patented hy 1.1111. Being op-00,„" patent rIlltte 1 1opartMeOlt hod
beingengegal Intl,, Patent Iiiionose excludes-
ly, we can make cloarr werrhee and "swore Pat-
ents more promptly, awl with broader claims,
than theee who are remote from Washiegtoe.
your deyiee. We ma!, •xaminotheree aad ad -
INVENTORS ow a model or &ketch ofn.1 us  M 0 uLD/Di
Mee se to patentability, free, of eharge. All eor•
respondence etrietly congdeutial. Prows low,
sod so charge unless pateot is 'Preece'.
Weepier in Washiegton to Hon. Pest-Master
 
It) U. Key, Rev. F. D. Power, The
German- Amerieen National flack, toofactole le
the U. S. Patent nice, met to Mettler" sad
Representatives in ( onerous, mid especially to
mar clients in every State i• the Delos and
Canada.
C. A. SNOW & CO•,
Opp. NUM Office. Washington, D. C
Barber Shop!
I have reopened my Berber Shop, on Rowell-
•ille street, between itr. Peril fleheillt sod
Caldwell A Southworth, where I will he glad
we Nee all my old customers and the
glia•leg, Hair -I utile,. Shampooing and Poet-
Itleekteg does lathe beet 'Reeser.
Janus as ono WIVES.
Picture*, Picture Frames
'X° IBC 1EI
otomAN Fxbi
11‘ LEADS THE WORLD!
TH THII P111 A NT all ( ESN Of THE- --
HARDMAN PIANO
IN TRI'l T WoNDERFut
-To Be Seen Is But To Be Admired.'
But When Heard Is Sure To Be Desired.
•of 111.0 ,zu .11. tt•ot. • Crterreet •.-111lettertat W IV It. marl( 1,114101 rt, 10Tel,
tomb mit phenotor••1deraliiiiiv bee mad.. it Ow
Leading and Standard Piano of America,
and it israpelly taking front in Europe. They huts,, recently i nit-attired the w
 °martial
harp stop attachment end metal iron frame key boottow. is, of the mad veluable imps un euieuts
sithe age. We hear also a full liar of other malice of Piano.. and Origami,
LOW FOR CASIIIi-erromidaiii SIONTIKLY QIUAIITERLIV PA TIGUNTS.
Seed for alalogues, Tern.. Etc
JESSE FRENCH,
7771eee.los Distrilosatina Depot for the Eloaa.t.b.,
N ASHVILLE, TENN.
ICEITAEIL1181-3:1E.ID 1.815e.
71-NC,CIEN- 2311RAC Ei; s
-Who...lobe and Retail Dealers tn-
DRY C3I-C)CODES,
Clothing Carpets -at-Boots and Shoeshi and FIR ANIL LIN OTREET, LLOIKKIIIVILLE, TIF:NN.
Our seeing purchases embreee temente ntocka In all ilepartillellit. aolorlt Ion mimeo
tioe of our goals and privet. * hen you n out the eity. We would relLeepeelal attention to oar
CO431,1";04lbt E111531,61,1""t1214803131t.
Which aintatia complete line, and Wait ilenigne in Body Brussele, Tapeetries, Ply. Extra
over and Ingrain • aria's. till loth., NI•liimisc. Rug.. Etc.  We-wilt cheerfully iltioliC•te Lou-
et 'awes. Wholesale billets will On our oblong Department always well stocked with
sr-amiable goals, and •t lowest market prires. Write for ouisettoe... (tor Shoe Departmeet is
▪ twinienw hvoihreiremfdterlf We sell the best goods of the brat manufacturer., and at remarka-
ble close prices Itespeetfully. ass.ocu rorsoo.
Bargains for All!
I NOD •Ilot in •11-4 it IL Nces swenrat 0, !ALL AND D INTLIW
4.401/D• 4t.rEig ED Nil
JOHN MOAYON, THE FARMER'S FRIEND,
',‘,1-11111ti OF- --
Dry Goods, Notions,
Clothing, Bats, Boots Shoes,
All of the Latest styles at the Lowest Price&
JOHN MOAYON
,.r. Ninth and V irgiula Street.
Just receiving a full lioe of Fall and %Visitor Goods, consisting of
0-00-=43-,
-In all the various styles and patterns,-
Hosiery, Gloves Corsets,
Handkerchiefs and Embroidery.
And a splendid ass0rtnient of ladies' and pmts. !laud-made and Custom•made
Bought of the very best manufaeturers, and especially suited Lathe Southern trade.
- 
- -
.r
G!
Tooth Brushes, 0
Nair Brushes, Combs, Toilet Soaps
and everything in swell ordered 'rug store.
Si awesome eta% of
Woompoexte
Ceiling Decorations.
More attention la given to these dee, a atione
than ever before Cell and me es sad we will 
_ _
with patinae Wow you our Wool. Hemet°, th my attentive shall he directed entire!, to the shove line of goals, and my 810011
will ne found loeost.in full and handsome lines •I the wen lowest prase.
& Son., M. LIPSTINE.
Ci-ora.ts' Clothin. g ,
MY STOCK OF CLOTHING!
AND
Get' Furnishing Goods
le inasenw mind I defy competition ii, 'Wires, soil fool sootteett
th•I I ran m•lie It Li the Interval or the a oto to c•Il end
EXAMINE MY STOCK
Before leaking pwrehasee elsewhere.
Wira.ter Novelties.
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LOVE AT LAST.
Although my heart, In early youth,
Might kindle with sure we.' dram
Believe iris it has gained le truth
Muck nein, than it has lost In fire,
The name now warms my inmost ours,
That then iut sparkled on thy brow,
And though 1 wetted to love thee inure,
Net oh! I love thee blotter now.
- Moors.
THE VALUE OF FOODS.
r
e Simplest Andel.* et Diet are the
liefeet- Rating Long- Rept Grime.
r It has come to this, that the simplest
articles of diet are the safest, and that
is, in my opinion another argument in
'favor of plain living. Yes, the simplest
are the %abet, and. let we add, the beet
are the cheapest The butcher, for ez-
ample, or the egg merchant can not
adulterate hie wales, but he may luive
several qualities; and there is a stage at
which all animal foods arrive, when
kept in shops. which renders them Ws
large extent poisonous, and this is am
led if not worse than adulteration.
We often hear it said that shop eggs,
as they are called, are good enough for
frying, with bacon for example. This
kis positive mistake; an egg that has
even a smpicion of stalenees about it is
deleterious to health, not to say danger-
ous, no matter whether it be fried or
boiled. And the same may, be said of
flesh meats of all kinds and I will not
except a hare or venison. I am quite
prepared to have this little senteoce
pooh-poohed by the robust and he
althy.
I only add that I adhere to it; that I
have the courage of my convictions and
furthermore, that I leave invalids and
dyspeptics, and thee with delicate di-
gestions, in my thoughts as I write.
I grant you, my healthful athlete, who
can tramp over the moors with gun and
lag from morning dawn till Jewry eve
and never feel tired, that the eating of
long-kept game may not seem to injure
you, but the bare fact that piquant
sauces and stimulants are needed to aid
its digestion is exceedingly suspicious.
There are two animals in particular that
like their food high and tender; one 111
the crocodile, the other our friend the
dog. Both have wonderfully strong di-
gestive powers; little inferior in point of
deete to-that-of the ostrich. about which
bird so many fanciful stories have been
written and told.
It may be said, without much fear of
contradiction, that any kind of food or
any miaed diet or meal which requires
the aid of stimulant, either of the nature
of condiment or wines, is not salutary.
Buck diet as this is a tax upon the whole
system, and causes heat and discomfort,
and a .fesooish state of the bleeI,. which
can only end On debility of the nerioni
system and more or less of prostration.
But those who would obtain the great-
est amount of health and comfort from
the food they eat must be most careful
in its selection. Leaving idiosyncrasy
out of count for the prevent, although
everyone ought tee \aver what agrees
with hint and what does not, there are
many things connected with the value
and digestibility of food obtained from
various rources that I do well to remind
the reader cit.—Cassell'. Magazine.
LiseolaNa Climligligal Childhood.
Of all these years of Abraham Lin-
coba's early childhood we know almost
nothing. He lived a solitary life in the
woods, returning from his lonesome lit-
tle gamed to his cheerless home, lie
never talked of thee, days to his inti-
mate friends. Chick., when askettowhat
he remembered about the war with
Great Britian, he replied: 'Nothing but
this. I had been fishing one day and
caught a little fish which I was taking
home. I met a soldier in the road, and
having always been told at home that
we must be good to soldiers. I gave him
my fish." This is only a faint glimpse.
but what it shows is rather pleasant—
the generous child and patriotic house-
lob!.
But there is no question that these
first years of his life had their lasting
• ffect upon the temperament of this
ere-at mirthful and melancholy man.
Ile had little itcheoling, lie seeompe-
me.1 his sister Sarah to the only schools
that existed in their neighborhood, one
kept by Zichariali Riney, and another
buy Caleb Hazel. whore he learned the al-
phabet and a little more. But of all
those advantages for the cultivation of a
yeung mind and spirit which every home
glow offers to its children, the books,
to ii. ingenious gaines and daily devo-
tion of parental love. he knew abso-
lutely nothing.—The Century.
A oriel UR tar Wit.
A couple of London garroters
sentenced to Um gallows. One was a
Frenchman. the other a Prussian. The
fatal platform was erected a few meters
above the level of the Thames. The
Frenchman's turn came first, lie pre-
sented his neck, the noose was placed
iinitand it, anti two seconds later he was
munched into Apace. But, unexpected
he, k! the rope mapped. The bandit
dropped into the water and swam for
his life. The crowd applauded. The
Prussian had looked on meanwhile with
erfect composure; then, turning to the
executioner, he said: "I say, find me a
letter quality of rope—I can't swim."—
Les Quatro Vente de l'EstoriL
were
long Diatom» tedesties.
A cording to Mr. W. A. Preece, the
nelish electrician, the so-called indue
ion sounds in telephones, caused by
ectric currents teasing over wires,
are been produces' in telephone linet
ot approaching nearer thaleforty miles
u the wire of the disturbing current.—
rkansaw Traveler.
Costly Me•owionte.
It costa nearly $300.41410 every year to
ove the viceroy of India and his gov-
rrintent from Calcutta to Simla during
he hot season and back *gain when the
001 weather sets in. Lord Delft-rot has
ein sent in a bill of this amount and
lie natives protest. —Detroit Free Press.
Mosso's Clierehos.
Rome pommel, says the guide ho Ott,
3114 churches, and the guitli books see it
to think it a pity that there is not me
for every day in the year.—Boston Trait.
script.
411,.
A Captalm's Fertanate Discovery.
Capt. Coleman, Reim Wey nen WI, tilt-
ing between Atlantle City mid S. Y.,
heel been trembled a ith a vOlIgh no that
he was unable to sleep. and was induced
to try De Slug's New Discovery for
Consumption. It not 01117 gave him hi-
stare pOlef, bet allayed the extreme
soreness Iii his breast. HIS children
were similarly affected and a Angle dose
hail the same happy effect.-- Dr. Kleig's
New Dierovery le now the...sliding rem-
edy in the Coleinan hoimeholei and en
beard the schooner.
‘Free Trial Bottle' of thla Standen'
Remedy at Harry ft Garner's Drug
Store.
A snake entered the house of Burt 0.
thelth, at Calmar, Fla., entered the
bird cage through the wires, and alter
swallowing the canary coiled up in
the bottom of Me cage to take a nap.
SHILOH'S CURE will Immediately
relleM Croup, Whooping Cough and
Breathitt& .1.--IL Armistead Mile it.
CHARACTER OF THE EAR.
—
• klipillessee fl.,as4 the Mere Nogleire.
itose et Monied- Chameteriotlea.
The generally accepted theory that a ,
hog* ear de . geoenaity and a smell
ear the reverse Is a shallow lonclusion
based upon the most superficial observa-
tion. The configuration and pveition of
-an ear mean nitwit inure then its la I LI'
• r.ge ears rather more often than small
i.nes are unelaborate. prementing no well
defined elevation* and depressions. which I
-iiiooth surface indicates both a want of
perieption and delieate undesetandim4.
nig same esuooth surface, whether the
ear lie large or small, usually indicates
'1,, very refinement of selfishness. It is
true that among the large, smooth' eared
peeple are found the doers of good; but
tibeervation will, as a rule, disclose the
hit t that such action has its source in
self-gratification, and not in an uuseltisti
willingness to endure for the past of
others.
An ear e inch is rather long, has a less
bluntly defined el.-tattoo, is (lock,
highly tinted, soft-loled, *et well for-
ward on the head, and is indeed whet
the casual observer would call a hand-
some ear, indicates that its posseseur be-
longs to that by no means small clams
a ho look out for the intermits of all
cave those who has,' real claims upon
them. They govern, if at all, by • Inca-
nierie power, and never fin the good of
the governed. They are likely to be
graaping, and also strangers to the grace
of gratitude. Incapable of lasting re-
gard, they are also incapable of inspir-
ing it.
A thin ear indicates keen susceptibili-
ity, loth as to sound anal mental and
physical impression,. When such an
ear projects out from the head it indi-
cates a narrow itertners, a quick per-
ception, not of things in their entirety
but only in a hue straight no. A thin
ear lying closer to the heed indicates
breadth as well is suiscptiblKty.
A small, soft ear, with no decided
lines, a triangular-shaped yielding lobe,
and a flat rim only partially developed
I. a liyaterical ear, sod belongs to thole
whom emotions predominate. They
love intensely, but not lung, and hate in
the same way. They are of the shallow
extretue type, with whom nothing en-
dures.
An ear long from its upper margin to
the lower edge of the lobe and rather
narrow, with very decided depressions
and aevations, will register sound with
accuracy and be able to distaiguish all
the small inequalities not only of music
but other things. Such an ear indicates
delicacy of perception, hut invariably
belongs to one devoted rather to nwthods
than results. On the other hand, an
ear which is broad rather than long,
with the same indentations and eleva-
tions, would indicate ability to compre-
hend things in their entirety and appre•-
ciate motive and spirit rather than
minutiae.
An ear the • cartilage. of which *Oat
and elastic, easily punctured and torn,
indicates a weak physical, mental, and
moral nature: while an ear of strong
cartilage with perfect, clear cut lines
belongs to a character strongly defined
throughout. This fact is recognized
by the Sioux Irelian tribes, with
whose customs I was familiar as a
child. It was quite a general prac-
tice among them to puncture the ear all
around the outer edge for the inserton
of different objects. When the ear was
found soft so that the bits of lead, rare
stones, etc., which were inserted-- at
ornaments, tore out, the possessor was
regarded, if a young squaw, as a ne'er-
do-weel, %milk-ay to be enduringly Ube'
,dient, and so make that lifelong drudge,
a good Indian wife; and if a brave, aa
one on whom his tribe could not count,
either on thahunt, in council, or in war.
The ear which denotes a creative tem-
perament has nunit•rous and clearly-de-
fined indentations, and is never fully
developed and perfect in its shape. An
ear which is highest in its indicatione
and really the most beautiful is one ly•
lag close to the head, neither too narrow
nor overbroad, gracefully rounded, with
clear, perfect curves, strong lines, alic;
firm, delicately-tinted cartilage.
The conformation of the human ear ii
so infinitely varied that it is quite impos-
sible to lay down hard-and-fast rules bt
which to read its different significations.
but with the outline given a little patient
observation of people whose striking
characteristics are well known to the
observer will, I venture to say, convince
the person taking such cognizance that
the human ear has a signification beyonc
the were registering of sound—Antoin-
ette V. Wakeman- I. Chicago Tiinea.
_
Cat's Ky.'s and Moonstones.
"Here is something for the lover of
tine jewels," said a connoisseur in
gems, and he opened a small velvet
box about the size of a thimble and dis-
played something that shone like moon-
light
'That is just what it is, condensed
moonlight. There is the opaline glory
without the color and the shifting light.
It is the cold, pale brilliancy of moon-
shine, and has never before been
worked. It is the Ceylon moonstone, or
moonlight quartz."
The stone was set in a lady's brooch.
of small oval size'. The faces of two
children were carved in the moonstone,
which was surmounted by a circle of
diamonds.
"We prize it very highly, as it is the
corning gem," continued the connote
'teur. It can not be imitated any more
titan the moonlight can. The water has
petrified with the rare brilliancy of a
tropical moon held in its depths. Ii
took centuries to solidify it, but only •
moment to nnprison that glory of white-
ness. It givee the arbitrary belle of the
present a new fashion. k is much more
pellucid than opal, which is water petri-
fied, with multitueles of-indnitennal fish
in it, which is developed by microscop-
ical power. There tire no fish in the
moonstone. The shifting colors of the-
opal are caused by the eamansion of the
fish under heat.—Detraut Free Press.
Weight of en latest.
An infant hoes from three to six
ounce." in weight during the first four to
ilia days after teeth; by the seventh day
It should have regeined its birth-weight;
fri in that to the fifth month it ought to
;rain about 'five ounces per week, of
about six drams a day: after the fifth
month about four drams a day; at the
fifths month It ought to have doubled it.
birth-weight, and In sixteen months
quadrupled it. —Journal of Reconstruc-
tion.
Teach self-denial and make ie prate
lice pleiumrable, and you create for the
world a destiny more sublime than ever
Issued from the brain of the widest
dreamer.—Sir Walter Scott.
De man wbut tells yer dat der ain't
nothin' in 'pearances is wrong. Pure
water neber looks muddy.- -Arkansaw
Traveler.
Laser Mk.
Use Dr. Gonna Liver Pills, fer Sal-
low Complexion, Pimples on the Face
and Billusness. Never sickens or
gripes. Only one for a dose. Sample"
free at O. E. Gaither's.
—sae neeete—
Gov. Lee, at Richmond, last eve-
'Ore reapited Cluviirins until the 11th
of January.
"H ACK M KT ACK" a lasting and fra
grant perfume. Peke 15 and 130 cents.
Sold by J. B Armistead.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN'S ANCESTORS.
Ille rather an Itatiy-tieleg Mae - Naas,
Maaka-• Life of Poverty.
The life of the, pioneer Abraham Lin-
coln soon came to a disastrous close. He
had settled in Jefferson county on the
land he had bought from the govern-
ment, and cleared a small farm in the
forest. One morning in the year 1786
he gaoled with his three sons—Mordecai.
Josiah and Thomas—to the edge of the
clearing &fed began the day's work. A
shot from the brush killed the father;
Mordecai, the eldest sun, ran instinct-
ively to the house, Josiah to the neigh-
boring fort (Hughes station) for atitlat-
&nee, And Thomas, the youngest, ac..hiki
of 7, was left with the corpse of his
father. Mordecai, reaching the cabin,
seized the rifle, and saw through the
loophole an Indian in his war paint
stooping to raise the child front the
grmind. Ile took deliberate aim at a
white ornament on the breasi of theme-
age and brought him down. The little
boy, thus released, ran to the cabin. and
11,rdectii. from the loft, renewed Maitre
upon the savages, who began to show
themselves from the thicket, until Jo-
siah returned with sasistance (rota the
stockade, and the &attestants tied. This
tragedy made an inlelible impression on
the mind of Mordecai. Either • spirit
of revenge for his murdered father, or
a sportsmanlike pleasure in lii. inrOoella-
ful shot, made hum a determined Indian
hunter, and lie rarely stopped to inquire
whether the red man who came in range
of he rifle was friendly or hostile.
The head of the family being gone, the
Widow Lincoln soon removed to a more
thickly settled neighborhood in Wash-
ington county. There her children grew
up. Mordecai and Josiah became repu-
table citizens; the two daughters married
two men named Crume and Bromfield.
Thomas, to whom were reserved the
honors of an illustrious paternity. learned
the trade of a carpenter, lie was an
easy-going man, entirely without amid-
tam, but not without self-reepect.
Though tho friendliest and moist jovial
of gossips, he wail not insensible to af-
fronts: and when his slow auzer was
gemmed he was a formidable adversary.
Meyers,' border bullies, at different tunes,
crowded him indiscreetly, and were-
promptly and thoroughly whippittl lie
was strung, well-knit, and sinewy, but
little over the medium !tight, thouoh in
other respects he seems to have resem-
bled his son in appearance.
On the 12th of June, 11106, while learn-
ing his trade in the carpenter shop of
Joseph Hanks, in Elizabethtown, he
married Nancy Hanks, a niece of his
employer, near Beechland, in Washing-
ton county. She was one of a large
family who had emigratal from Vir-
ginia with the Lincolns and with an-
other family called Sparrow. They had
endured together the trials of pioneer
life and their close relations continued
for many years after and were cemented
by frequent inter-marriage'.
The wiz no hint of future -glory -4i
the wedding or bringing home of Nancy
Lincoln. All accounts represent her as
a handsome young woman of 23, of ap-
pearance and intellect superior to her
lowly fortunes. She could read and
write—a remarkable accompliehment in
her drcle—and even taught her husband
to form the letters of his name, lie had
to such valuable wedding gift to bestow
upon her; he brought her to a little
house in Elizabethtown, where he and
she and want dwelt together in fourteen
feet. equate. The next year a daughter
was born to them. and- Of* - belt the
young carpenter, not finding his work
remunerate_ enough for his growin
budget, removed to a little farm, which
he had bought on the easy terms then
prevalent in Kentucky on the Big South
fork of North creek, in what was then
Hardin and is now LaRue county, three
miles from Hodgenville. The ground
had nothing attractive about it but its
cheapness. It was hardly more grate-
ful than the rocky hill slopes of New
England. It required full as earnest
and intelligent industry to persuade a
Ong out of those barren hillocks and
weedy hollows, covered with stunted
and scrubby underbrush, as it would
amid the rocks and sands of the north-
ern coast Thomas Lincoln settled down
in this dismal solitude to a deeper pov-
erty than any of his name had ever
known, and there, in the midst of the
most unpromising circumstances that
ever witnesned the advent of • hero into
this world, Abraham Lincoln was horn
the 12th day of February, 1e1.19.—The
Century.
Mew to stop hosoking.
By smoking some of the strongest to
emcee to excess, and so bringing on that
leaelly nausea so well known to the
elloolboy with his first cigar, an an-
tipathy may be created against tobacco)
in the most inveterate smoker. Me-
{waited two or -three ti,ites, tobacco be-
 
es intolerable, and the weed is shuil.
dered at ituatesil of smoked. If th.•
smoker is so used to the stronger kind.
•if tobaccos that he can not "upset" i •
tell by their use, the addition of a fees
drops of rant to a word will do wonder.
in the way of producing "giddiness"
rhie may seem a ludicrous and unmean-
ing proceeding, but the cure will bet ef-
fectual I know ventral men who have
been weaned from tobacco by its means,
tad among them She writer.
Another recipe: I beg to suggest the
trial of salaams root, procurable at any.
chemist's. It has a pleasant, aromatic
bitter flavor, and a small pima may be
.-liewed when the craving for tobacco is
very strong. It is quite harmless, and
it, in addition, a capital tonic. It sue-
.-eedisl In my own case of comeletely
t7iiring the desire for the soothing weed.
—English Journal
Flint Washington Newspaper.
The first newspaper printed and pub-
lished in Weshington-City__
sett*, the first number of which ap
peered on June 13, 1796. It was edited
and published by Benjamin More, a
bookseller, on Wednesdays and Same
Jays, at - o per annum, and
• us really a good paper for Alm-
day, well made up and neatly printed
The editor complained bitterly from
time to time of the want of patronage,
and finally, after thirty-4ft* Weeks of
exietance, it was dismatinued.—Ben:
Perley Poore.
ansellest Ifiremrealy ladies.
The two satellites of Mars are pee
pounced by Newcomb by far the small-
est heavenly bodies yet known. Their
diameters can not be stated with any
degree of accuracy, hut that of the
outer satellite may be an small as five
miles while that of the inner satellite
probably lies between ten and forty
miles-Boston Budget.
Will Spilt Um World.
A New York Scientist says that the
earth's polar ice is penetrating the inte
-
rior of the globe like a wedge, and tha
t
as soon as it reaches the Menae there
will he an explosion that will split the
world into pieces too small for truck
patches.- Beaton Transcript,
Zigsag Lightning.
Zigzag lightning seised by the miners
of M. Mounette, in Paris proved to be
spiral. The streak corkscrewed its way
from the cloud instantly to the much
-
smitten earth.-Chicago Herald.
AP.
The Death Fleetest*
anti the executioner of all pain, POIllet-
roy's Petrollne Plaster, the giant of its
line', It never fails. Sold by druggists
and B.MUS.!, flopkinevitte, Ky.
 viimoilbeoemoseasegliomemev
Wastleg of the toglish Coast.
Englishmen do not., as a rule, realise
the perishable and periaking nature of
the lend on which they live. Although
more than fifty years have elapsed since
ter Charles Lyell collected and empties-
sized the evidences which showed that
the structure of the solid rocks might be
interpreted by rightly reading the
changes goineen at the pretreat day, it
is ddebtful whether one Englishman in
100 knows that ninny thousands of toes
are yearly and regularly subtracted
from our country by the action of rain,
atmosphere, and rivers, thus steadily
redwing the average level of the land,
and tratimportiog the old airfare of Eng-
land into the sea.
It nosy be supposed that a Merger pro-
portion, who live near the triore or
annually visit it, are aware of the reality
of inroads of the sea and the serious
necessity which exists in many places
for taking strong measures against the
devouring element which at tones
rages so furiously. But the experience of
any given seaside resident, and even of
migratory %tattoos, is limited, and al-
though geologists have from time to
time noted evidences of the erosion a
the coast, or derived important geologi-
cal evidence from new exposures of
enlace by cliff falls, there does not yet
exist a complete record from which the
average Englishman may know how
feet his country is wasting, and which
may guide our national and municipal
authorities as to the beet means of limit-
ing the destruction and melting it lees
injurious if inevitable. -London 'nines.
Civillideg the Monkey.
Perhaps the only attempts which have
been made to civilize the monkey have
been in Malabar, India. A tine species,
indigenous in that quarter, is the neil-
gherry langur. The natives there have
a fanning-machine, called the punka.
In other days the punka—which con-
sists of a movable frame covered with
canvas and suspended front the ceiling
—was kept in imition by a slave pull-
ing a cord. An English officer conceived
the idea of teaching the langur to do the
work, lie took one of the species and
tied its hands to the cord, while, by
means of another cord, the machine was
kept in motion. The inurement of the
cord was up and down, and the animal
saw the motion of the machine. Its mas-
ter patted its head and fed it with candy,
and the langur soon learned to think it
fun to work the machine. When I was
in Malabar securing specimens of this
speciee. I saw thousands of them work-
ing the punka, the Indians having im-
mediately put the animals in captivity
when they saw their utility.—The Argo
neut.
se- *e 
CUREFOR FILESis
Piles are frequently preceded by a
sense of weight In the book, loins and
lower part of the abdomen, causing the
patient to suppose lie has sonic affection
of the kidney s or neighboring organs.
Alettaiett, eynettema of inillgretiop are  
present, tietulettey, uneasineas of the
stomach, etc. A nioisture like persplr-
Mien, produchig  disagreeable 
of tbs. sort
Itching, after getting warm, is a com-
ae:Ill attendant. Blind, Bleeding and
Itching Piles yield at once to the appli-
cation of Dr. Bosanko's Pile Remedy,
which acts directly upon the parts af-
fected, abeorbing the Tumors. allay log
the intense itching, and affecting • per-
manent cure. Price 50 cents. Adores.
The Dr. Bosanko Medicine Co., Piqua,
0. For sole by (Is-K. Gaither.
Turkey has only 1,101) miles of rail-
road, 900 of Which are Tri-Tultry lORtt-
rope. There has been talk lately of
net a cable die atch
says that a Nyielicate of aim 11
bankers has subscribed 600,000 francs
($120,000,000) to tarry out a ...sheltie
sanctioned by the Sultan for a railway
conneet the Black Sea with the Per-
sian Gulf.
AKIO
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
Tina powder sari.'.. A marvel of part-
tr. istranight and wholesomeness liar, sno••••-
10filthilin the ordinary kinds, mid enanut be sold
la competition with the multittole of lee
weight alum or phosphate powders.
iss mita - RoYst 111•aimg- Polinall
1011 Wall Street, N. Y.
-LIE ALZR ik -
Workmanship Unsurpased
lie
test,
Sole
CO , tor one year
 
 
For • months
Port mouths
Tri-Weekly
NEW ERA
• wall prints.d. rtglit column paper, cos-
Lamle'
Koreign,
National and
Home Nevve.
1,-,(
Tuesday, Tharsday and Saturday
of each week. A statioch:Dernocratie org•a.
float induceumeida ever offered tu ad vertiaser,
THE WEElat NEW ERA
Will be Issued every Friday as Usual.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
The following are the subscription rates of
Ito ICIIITITRY NSW 11111•, payable strictly musk
advasta:
LOWEST PRICES.
Corner Virginia and Springs Streets.
Hopkinsyille. - - Ky.
Tr -Weekly.
Weekly.
/or tate year
For 6 months
Tor 4 months . .
Club Rates.
Irrl•Wraltly la clubs et
Trl-Weekly is clubs of 10
Weekly in eisheof I .
Weekly in clubs of 10
12 •
115
711
71,
mu
1111
'it
Si IS
lee
Persons sow taking the Weekly New Era who
desire to change to the rn- Weekly, can do so
sad seems. a credit fur all unexpired time due
-Miomrea Its Weekly.
THE CENTURY
For1886-87.
1 k`,11 at le an illustrated monthly may-
same, having • regular circulation of about tee'
hundred thousand copies, often reaching and
sometimes exceeding two hundred sad Sweaty -
Get thousand, thief • moire rts many attractions
for the coining year is • serial whirl, has been
is active preparation for stalsen yesro. lit, a
tartery of our own country In Its Most critical
time, as set forth in
The Life of Lincoln,
Buckler's Arnica Naive.
--
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Tam HIST SaLirt hi the world for (Oita,
Bruises, Sono, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fe-
ver Sores, 'Fetter, Chapped Hands, Chil-
blains, Corne and all Skin Eruption., and
positively cures Piles, or no pay raper-
ed. Ills guarailteed to give perfect sat-
isfaction, or money- refunded. Price 26
cents per box. For sale by Harry B.
Garner.
_
The Kanawha and Ohio Railroad Com-
pany, Thomas R. Sharp, Charleston,
General Manager, are preparing plans
for machine shope to be erected in that
city. It le stated that $30,400 of ma-
chinery will be purchased.
ARK YOU MADE miserable by In-
dia...lion, Constipation, DIzzineer. Lnes
or Appetite, Yellow Skin? Shiloh'.
Viteleser Is a positive cure. For pale by
J. R. A rinletead.
MANY PRISSOMS
at this sessee
Rosier rem
either
Beaderhe,
Nee reap it
:thew marbles
Pa is • In the
Limes, hark a ed
Aide., lead
!wilily...Item, I Ay gpe p • 1,1 ,
Mcdaris,Cetuinpaneis 4 Mid new Trowt4es.
•0--VOLINA CORDIAL CURES RHEUMATISM,
Mood and ['dewy Trouble., by cleansing tin
blood of •Il lii intpuritles, etrengthening all parts
Of the body.
-0---YOLIKA CORDIAL CURES SICK-HEADACHE
Paine In h• lImb.. Bart •ndl Sides hp
kiniug the nerves and etrengthening the maw lea
•I-VOLIKA CORDIAL CORES DYSPEPSIk
Indigestion awl Osastinatles, hy Win* the swim-
listing 07th, Food through the proms, *coon Of UN
SOUL. , it creams • henithy appettt.
-..-VOLINA CORDIAL CURES NERVOUSNESS.
prpreadon sr spirits antl Weakness by enlireo
ins &IA tohing the system.
CORDIAL CURES OVERWORKED
sad Delicate Women, rimy and Sickly Children
lilt delightful and nutrittous as • pews! tonic
Voiles Almanac and Diary
for 1557. A bandana.. comidete
awful Does Idling toe to CURE
twit:Ask* at HoNlir. ins pleasant. natural say
salad on recelet of • Yr postage stamp. Addrm
VOLINA DRUG /It CHEMICAL. 00
. NALTIMONS. MO.. U.S.A.
An Efficient Remedy
In all COMO of Bronchial ant) Pulmo-
nary Afflictions Is AYRRII Cleaner
naCTORA I . A. such it Is recognised and
prescribed b. Iii,- needles' profession, and
Iii many thee...and'u of families. for the
put forty years, it has been regarded as an
Invaluable househokl remedy. It IS a
preparation that only requires' to be taken
In verv *dna!l quantltles, and a few doses
of It administered In the early stages of a
cold or cough will effect a speedy Cure,
sail may, very possibly. save It.. There
Fe no doubt whatever that
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
Ilas preserved the IIv-. of great number,
of posoneby arresting the development of
ILaryagitla. Bronchitis. Paeemonta,
and l'ulmonary ConsiimptIon, land by
ti,, euro tliot.e ilmiverous maledies. ft
should be kept .resily for use In every
family where there tire etillsiren. ise it Is •
medicine far superior to all others in the
trestnient of 11. map, the elle% teflon of
Whooping Cough, and the core of Coldla
and Influenza, allmeti:a
dental ill I sna youth. l'romptl-
tude in deallug with all diseases of this
class is of the utmost Importance. The
hoe of a single. day niay. In many ewes,
citt•11 fatal conliespieners. 110 not waste
Pre, lows duo. in experimenting with
meillcines of ihsihtful efficacy %bile the
malady is constantly gaining a deeper
bold, but take at obis; the speediest led
Thou t certain to cure,
Ayers Cherry Pectoral,
PRIEPARRD Sr
Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co.. Lowell, Mew
Sold by all Druggista.
IUN
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Hardware,
Cutlery and
Guns,
Queensware,
French,
China and
Glassware,
My His Confider t Sal Secretaries
Jabs_ ti-Nicalay and Via-
Jahr Hay.
This great work, begun with the Rilltr two of
President Lincoln, and continued under the
authority of his sou, the Hoe. Roberti' Lincoln
I. the only full and autliortative record of the
life of Abraham Liaeoln Its authors were
friends of Lincoln before his preettlency ; they
were utmost intimately armoriated with Lim a.
private secretariell throughout In, trrtii ioltir•-
•11-1 to them were tratuderred upon Lincoln's
death all his private paper*. Here will Ise told
the inside lositorv of the civil San and of
President Lincoln's administration.-important
- 
details of which hese hitherto remained unre-
waled, tbarteeernereriarerappewers-an• eta-
thentie hobo., ers,o,ii of the ti ('I
Wall Papers
and
Ceiling Decorations
In all of tht Isteet st les
Thompson & Ellis.
No. 8, S. Main St.
C. P. NOLAN & CO.
vEYKNT11 ST • Ili iPKINSVILLE, KY.
—Keep a full stock of-
STAPLE &FANCY GROCERIES,
WINES, LIQUORS,
Fresh Beer, Etc.
Our stock of tiroireirie• is full and orimpletto,
and our prima as low as the loerred (all be.-.
fore purchasing and we guarantee to save you
stoney
4:301:11Ell NERAII.Nt
-
ta suppled wills theh,it liquors that eau be
founil sit, where, ..ite u.t• call
YOU r
an I , e rut htime, an-I mate mom
mon., at stork for us than •t any-
thing cis.. in the world t andel sot
needed; you are alarmed free; both
Mae.; all ages. Ant one can do the work,
earnings mire from tint start t stilly outfit
and terms Cr.'.-. Better not I oeta yon
nothing to *end it s-or address •nli find out; if
you are Wise son will do est RI imee II. IIAL-
LITT it CO., Portland, Maine,
J. GIFAElEcora,
DILI RR IC
Staple and Fancy
GROCERIES.
A full lino of Goods Si elow prtees. °volley
produee takes In eacbange for goods
The only bourse in town that keeps
3Rosarcle eexadt. X'etaace Poeta.
C•11 and nee me at my stand on Virginia St.
botwees ilk aid Stk.
JOB WORK
Neatly sill prompUy iiteentod at
4=101132coaD:
The War Series.
whit.., bast been follows-1 with tint: int•r-
eel b) a great atoliroce, WIII •price
during the coming tear. Get ty mho rd silt 1st
deecritiesi by (yen Hunt .Chief of the Union Ar-
tillery leen leingstreete lien R. M. Law, and
other.; lockumatiga, by Gen. D. H. Hill;
Shermane's March to the Sea, by is Is
HOW/111,1 and slocum 4.eneralii q. A Glilmore
Wm. F. Smith, John Itilibon, Horace Porter,
and John 8 Moeby will deemed* epestial baltha
and incidents. Stories of naval engagem,
Preein life, ete., ete., will appear
NOVELS AND STORIES
__!•_The_liumtreilth Man,_" a novel b_y_Irrank R.
Stockton author of .-1`be LadY, or the Tiger,"
etc., liegine in November. Two novelettes. bc
George W stories by Mery Iladock
Ward Eggleston. and other prominent American
•uthore till be I rinte I tinnily( tit, tear.
Special Features
C.A.T.AL NQ
Every man and boy wearing a
Summer Suit will report at once to
Headquarters at
JOHN T. WRIGHTS'
And have them exchanged for a
nice new Fall Suit and Overcoat.
C0IA3La 1%Tco. rIlvvc).
Old men, young men and boys
wearing a straw hat or light color-
ed Summer hat, please come at once
and have them exchanged for new
Fall shaped Hats and Caps.
21N1-0..
To those who still wear their
Summer Underwear and Summer
Ties, come in a rush and secure a
new supply of our nice Fall and
Winter Furnishing Goods.
Fol.n.r..
To every man and boy in this
and adjoining counties, come at
once and have your old Boots and
Shoes exchanged for new ones. --
Do not order you a Suit Made to
—Order-until --you-see-my-line-of Sam-
ples. I will save you money. Re-
.wiLl. niustraidam, include& sermaut articles
on 'fairs In KUP.111 and Siberia. by George
Kennels, author of -Tent Life in Sibena," who
hasjust returaed from a most OVentful visit to
sibertan pristine; papers ou the Essid questicia.
with referenee to it. bearing on the Labor Prob-
lem; English Cathedrals; Sir. Itirgliaton's lie-
1111M1US Life is the A utorican I oluniea,• Men and
VI omen of Queen •nne'st Reign, by Mrs, lei-
pliant; & lairvoyance. spiritualism, Astrology,
etc hy the Rev. J. M. Buckley. hi. D. editor
of lir hematite Adv.irate;setronoiniealpapers;
articles throwing light on Bible history. etc.
Prices. A Free Copy
Sulincription price. 64 110 a year, 33 cents •
number Dealers, Postmaster*, and the pub-
libbers take eulacriptione. Send for our beau-
tifully illustrated SI-page catalogue 4-tnie con-
taining full proepectus, etc., ini-luiling • special
offer by which new readers can get hack nuin•
bent to herning of the War Series at a very low
price. A apes:linen copy Itack number will be
neat on request. THIS r•rts.
Can yw 0,1.rnd to: i'llitelt;X.NTI• RV.
mem
illothr-----"Wright Wrongs No One."
Chas. McKee & Co.
—WHOLESALE AND iLFTAII, DFALERS IN—
STAPLE AND FANCY
Ve. CO 1EL I 10E3 ?
—FULL. 1 IS I' iiV —
Fancy Pickles, Canned Goods, Rolled White Oats,
Oat Soleal assdli. Cracked. 'Wheat.
New 
York. dEST BRANDS OF CIGARS AND TOBACCO.
"The ideal Magazine"
for toting people i. a hat the papers rail Sr
Pi IcOotas Do you know about it,-bow good
it my, how clean and pure 11011 helpful, If there s
are any bete or stole in your house will you not
try a number, or try it for a year. IIar. anti Igo It it ighest Prices Paid for Country Produce.,...,j•.% the element you need in the houneholtt,
The Isuction Time* ties said, -We have nothing tar- We keep the best brands of Itobertson and Lincoln County, Tennessee
. Whiskies. AM
Ike don this site " Here are some leading bi,u xi, h dBran. 1 cle-tn and Anderson t ountt . hantu
ck•. Whiskies, and Domestic Wines.
t,-stunts of
ST. NICHOLAS
for 1886-87.
MAIN STREET, HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
J. R. GREEN & CO.
Stories by Louisa IC Alma( and Frank K.
StocktAn,--ste•eral by each author.
A 'Short Soria; Story by Mrs Burnett, whose
charming .1.ittle 'wird Yauntlertiy" bee been a
great feature in the peat yearuf sr. Nicnoi.as. •
War storiea for Kny &nit Gen Badeau,
chief-of-staff, biographer, and confidential
Mend°, ticaeral Grant, and one of the ableet
and.most latular of living military _writers,
in (-leer and Yield style 0011110 of the lending/ bat-
tles of tie' 1vil war. They will lie panoramic
davenptions of angle contests or short cam-
paign.. presenting sort of literary picture-gal-
lery of the grand and heroic contests. in which
the parentsof many • boy and girl of to day
tool part.
The Serial Stories inelnde "Juan and JuanT-
Dm," an &desirably written story of Mexican life,
by reapers Courtenay Baylor. author of "Out
Moth sides:" also, -Jenny's Boarting-House,"
by Jame, OtW, • story of life in a great city.
Short Articles, inetructive and entertaining,
will abound. Among threw are: ••Illow • Great
Panorama is Made," by Theodore R. Davin, with
profuse ill tons; -*inning • t 'onsmiestion”
iN•••I AraYlt•to • sod ••Rectillertione of the-
Nasal Arndt-nay •• Boring for Oil" •nd
**Among the h, a.- a number of -trik-
lig peelers*. ; I Id -aketrbee from George 4;4-
lot," by Julia Magruder; •t ictor II ugo's Tales
to his iirantlehildren,- ree..unted by Brander
Matthew.; "IttatorteGirls," hy K s Brooks
A leo interesting contribution. from Nora Perry-.
11,trrtel Prescott •”.fforti, Joaquin Miller, Ill
Boyesen. Waehiegion tilati.teny Alice * el-
lington Rollins, T Trovilit Mire. lieutenant
Frederick schwant a. Noah Brooke,Grace Denio
1.itcheelit, Bowe Ilewthorne Lathstrop. Mrs. S.
R. Piatt.„ Mary klepes Dodge. and many
other*, etc.. etc
The sulescription price of St. NICHOL A IP $3
• year; Si cent, a number. Subscriptions are
receivirs1 by Ixstkaellers and newsdealer* every-
where, or hy the publiehere. New velume be-
gine with the November number Send foreur
beautiftilly illustrated r•talogue free', sontain.
Ill Mew-York.
etc., etc. TH CRN RY
wilt eontri tit • number° papers liencritang
After Tort, mere
oveserismee the
ss-
rhTirttrieue.littedred
Thoneen4 applitatione frrr ostoolis I.
the States mad Forests r000-
t-noo palleitshers eif the nelestias
A Ill 11.140MI sect,... to art so &Mottoes
toe gametal, 'aroma, tradooltarts sow-
rIghta. etc for th• rotted Mama sad
Le.blisis moms. in Outdo Knew', ?mo
m,
a,.•nd ether eon ntr,•• Tboir export.
*sae la •ftooltaled sad thoir localities ass awe,
wood
Detainee as• oporlfialstiolto prepared sad Iliad
Is the Patent Ofha on short notion Tomo eery
nesinsahlte. sharps for •wassostatios of mediae
w &seises Adios 1., mall free
Faust& atria, ood hreingh Mann so. .IWO
lathe at'l 1C,111 Pi (' A MERU' AN, whisk
A. 1 wool elmemi.rm •na ts tbe meat bale=
g000topor at its kind pahistied he the
The admetagisis of wok a notion, every patentee
otoloretaiola
TM* largo
publishedIs  Vert stnegrady:orel=t
adeelteed is be paper illsivaned islose%
/1101.1=r6.8.1811111• 110211, emposering eerie. sad
te sap semarr. air :rote Me same. of
gavereson /.1.-
,Cria""Va..1Vrte"="Vesnie=sg.
if ri 1.7 enhite:zet142 etwairrizz:4.
Teri.
seh Meet puma salsa Ina
Flour, Meal, Lard, Bum Salt, Etc,
DEALERS IN
gricultural Implem'ts
--Anil Sole Agents for the Following Line of Good.:
McCormick Binders,
Reapers and Mowers,
Oliver Chilled. Plo7v,
Iron—Duke ilatrOWS, Studebaker Wagons.
AVERY'S CAST AND STEEL PLOWS,
Blount's True Blue Steel Plows,
LONE STAR STEEL PLOWS,
Iron Beam Double Shovels,
Brown's Walking and Riding
113- x.. gr NIT Ur 0 NC ES
Wheel-Barrows and Road-S.-raper*, Frick & Co's Engines, Separat
ors and Saw-
Mills, Springfield Engines and Separetors, Eagle Engine., Separators 
and Straw-
stickers, Roes & Co's Straw. Oats and Hay Cutters, and large Enelllage (utter.
for Haim power. Bell (it) Feed and Eneillage Cutters,
 all sizes both hand and
power; Thomas' hay Rakes, lioiet Power, and Hay
 Forks, Core
Sheller., Pumps for cisterns WO deep wells; Mast, Foos & Co's Turb
in Engine
Wind Mills ami Pimps for same,
Iowa Barb Wire anti Wire Streicliers.
Ovir line of }booties Is full end oomplete, with latest sty
les and at prime to suit
every one. We call special attention to the "HORSE SHO
E BRAND"
FERTILIZER!
For Tobacco anti Corn. Every bag has a guaranteed an
alysis printed thereos
and this guarantee is good morally ano legally. Give u
s a call before buying.
Respeettelly,
J. R. CREEN & CO.,
206 di 208 MAIN ST.. NOPKIIIIIVILLIL, KY
to.
51
-0"4.•
•e,403", tie*
a.
TRIIVERLY NN ERA,
--El se isiiitt. --
New Era Panting and Platinising Co.
Joust 0. Beer, - - Editor.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 11, itlett.
RAILROAD TIME TABLE.
?seams Meant
Tatla• hot rid
10:111, a. V.
Ili, a N.
4 "
' le ca.
11:30,
•••
AGENTS
Who ere authorized tee collect sub-
scriptions to the New Ea t :
Lee Thacker-Lafavette, Ky.
Dr. G. W. Rives- Jolene:0WD P. O.
OUR CLUB OFFER.
Get tar a club of fire new sul.rerthers, for
either wattatv at $1.54) or tat witaktr
at $1.50 a year and we Ili III gir, .1,111 the
wsi.y NEW E A for one year a ith
et in our Acing.
For a club tit Its Mite embeeribrry.cc
will give the iiteat eestA NEW Ella one
year, ticket in the drawl( and the forty
five books advi rthted in our Bat of "In-
ducementa."
For a %deb of more than ten we aili
give the paper, ticket and books ad above
and • liberal commission, which we
guarantee to be satiafactory to the club-
rabe.r..._._op.to work anti Orr 1.5 CP A
('LC B.
zrsened.
Mat Major. eist to l'el arab yenterda
Hoe. It A. Ittirnett, t tells, to in ltu
(haul. Rum on, Trenton. IA. in the c.t.
Friday.
Mw Matt:e in
the city %eateries.
ily•turl T-09.
Key 'mane pey this, get It.
Illeto yeti mese the Leo "liertueat7
ware at Howe's?
W. H. Nelan has issovda from- lielit-
bridge to l'erulesie Springs.
Fit/title mangos, 35 emit. per dozeet at
A. I.. Wibou'r confectionery.
1,000 brialsela of I, lover Seel waisted.
Jr.o. R, Gamut & Co.
Phil Bell, a proutinetit colored %
has .beeti dangerously Ill t..r several
days.
Pl.tenix I warrant e. A good square
dedik of the 131 at lieteit.r, at the Ilatel sa
lows. 'rake a policy on the canteen
Several Made of new tobacco came In
yeeterday. •
Pserveites.-Ilarper's Belmar Pettents
A Hopper & Son's.
We are glad to atitICHIlkle that Mr.
John T. Wright hi blow ly itoprt 'lug.
The Band of Harvesters will meet at
the f Mettle WO of Judge W. P. W Wirer,
Monday night.
'rile show wiudo a at ilowe's Jewelry
Palace, i4 the greatest site action on
Main atrert trove
'r terry hundred hogeheadli of tobacco
acre sold at pl irate% sales Mid week.
1.11ge brought front $2.$0 to $3.50, and
it *1 trim $3 50 to $6 50.
B Esliteg will move hie sewing
ntst h`tie stock into Mrs. tiray'li business
plate. ii. us., thh Igoe; be won K die and
II you dolt% think Chrirtm to Iterate- V irglida, next week. Ile will also han-
dle gun* and aniunititits.
About $600 already made up on our
prvuourn $4010 more to be added
between now sod April. How Is this
for a gift to subscribers? Subscribe for
one year and get a chance.
Dr. A. A. Willitts a III deliver his
celebrated lecture "Oa 'rite Wing, or a
Summer'. Flight Over the Sea" at the
Oiwra Howie next Friday night. It is
not necessary for WI to cOMMend sue
otator,of such excellent talent and char-
acter.
Pathfinder* a ill tie in Who Tu..s-
day. They carry the b.at band on the
road Beside* the court morning parade
a delightful free, open air concert va ill
be given on the Opera House verandah
Mk go to , Howe's Jewt iry Palace and
see the elegant display. It Is simply
i tow.
For all Chronic Illieesses don't fail to
commit Dr. 11. M. Sherman-Hopitina-
a lilt's noted specialist, at his oilier Bur-
bridge Howse, Dee. 12 tie
'rite Nisileleuburg Echo liaa t•oine out
as vii tight ciliation paper. the Echo is
One ol our moat valued exchanges and
we are glad to note its proetwrity.
-Foe Rea f7-1/welling containing five
rooms, :heisted tit Jesup's Ave., now
slew/pied by .1 W. Stith. Apply to W.
r. i . .Ter, a! Pliieu ix lintel.
The :Hint veritary of the ('Isrlatian
County Bilk Society %ill be held at the
First Presbetirian chterele on to-morrow
Sunday) oreiting. at 6:36 o'clock. at 3 p. in. The lattice are 
especially in-
still etching coal at a •• CP.! 31 it t.tislast by
delivered. Orders lett at Gal-
eiera drug Shire will be promptly tilled.
UNDERWOon rt. ELLIS.
Ilopkittatlile halt been visited by a
en at Many ytt none has ev-
er been as popular soil stit.eessful In his
treatment of chronic di/wares as Dr. H.
• (lint W ii set. Ila te Slierliktl.
i• the city Tit:11May •• Not ler a jagttill !'' Why not buy •
J. W (hilt,. and Ott. a 11-,a. ..1 Trceton, jog fell of the best old lieutticky whisky
were in the city Thuraday
--.- . *idle you have a chance at the Plitt:nix
Rea. .1. W. Itham I. ittionina 14%. Frank
saloon? They keep the beat in the mar-
Pena tux meeting at eery are .
Mr.. Mary Rmiuth.,,, li,„1.,,,,..1., f,,, E„,. krt and ca
n't sell it after January.
era it tinier, WI- , hi nam.l the Slit, r .t. LintinVille drummer by the name of as Mereartlea, is an actress of rare merit
Mr. that. B Ph:pp*. of Apoleton. kan.a.A. , Frank Bray hal an eaganCovercoat and was exceedingly graeefut in her
here on • %not hi f... tattier. eter :in .0..euef- qt strict' I  him, at Guthrie. the other part. 'rile support cam excellent.
Orme 3-ear, 
-- - -*M. • ille--- - • -- --day. Felix Iliggeretati was notified and
ilea tiro. T. Blatey and 'laughter, Ilr, In- , Prohibition Notes.
rile Blakey, are %inti 11 k: I IA' faiiiiI, of MM., he 1•41,1,1 it 
oil
 
a colortil Mall vl ho got it
John Breathitt. front the thief. Ile got the ever. but the
M adieu' v ille 'rinies : II rs. Rose W il
ve-;_. is. Hawkina and family. sitter .: ) ear. inn,- 1111.-1 skipped. ,
ideate* in Team., hat e Ft7FarlIttriter . Luv ,•offr toes Orion' in,' t II f3111T1111-` 8"14.jth° id "I'l 1A),1".--ii. n en-
to make their home here. tertaining lecturer, tilitilte WI temperancerush at .%. L. Wilsons.
Mr.. K. C. Janies..n an.i Mr- Fran). C. VI last "fleurstisy evening awl Sunday af-
tetnt, roe Mien Lou' I. I% u Iltdolt. l'ete:.rot, %% r are in receipt tel a ver) ingvnitioa ternoan, bevies, large audiences to leer
were 31 tile CIIF To.-- tic. ali.1 1111 i•Vit advertiseeneat of the Voegler let r.
Mrs. Dr. c IF t la) (Ott atnI Itur ,I tugh!tr.. ;.it,-?t 1,.. ji,i,i,..., lie 
tietim pc of d . . ,
rhe temperance It ague is gatheting
4,'" Ann'''. of lismn'''L .Ni" • 'r" ' ''''''" M couti;er pail of it rappieg paper for the : ,
I. W. Wel..h. a ho I. Mr*. i taco' .lavener. eVoietice. Slid la preparing to prtioecute(ter nee of druggista. Tills celebrated the violetors of the prohibitory law. It Pulmonary Coneumptloa Curable.
guthing r hen It t- 1 speal,rat et the N vs 'The T"ht u "lin" I e""1" ta'" a a‘"1 Concert 
in title of the stupendous proofs is said that enough is know at to implicate In a treatise lately i ublished by Pro-
(maw M. Jaccond. of I 'arid, with the
' i- r'' i"- - reveral negresee atel atone rice )(ailingKR A•S contribut:•.n. It +as -1 Mr Henry Koper. 01 the fact there'. inee,e 
n I i. lite. i
of lloptinin Me. a young man with rip.-rtenee ink ellen you kiitetv how to use it. ebove title. it is claimed that conautup-men &limit town, and that they alit be
In the coml....tug inndit, and ale. a. reporter Don may be cured at every stage. The7..itis-criptions to any paper or Maga- 1 
awl solmter_ fa now forma. of the Progre...r . heed to the elItetit oh the lc, author's conclusions are thus summar-
oakt Ile ii truiter of the first a aler. Ana tine if. Of, vs, 4 taken at tlii• °Mee at Ili reeliVille EOM : A drunken man is lied: 'The incurability proclaimed by
any no a ionnit a neat job %I one eliunld report dub pri„,.„, thui .iii iii nim,y iiistato., 0 a rare sight on the streets of this place banner and hie immediate successors is
MARRIED.
1111 Clarksville, Tenn., Dec. 8th, by
Rev. V.. Venable, Mr. Thomas U.
Cress and Miss Ludt. R. Gerhart.
To RePherama's Creditors.
riled out to hear the music.
Chrirtmas "Trie" very, very cheap,
Mrs. John B.- Goiiin deed Friday
at Wile:eel's toy teepee .
meriting at 2 o clock, at her residence
we %weld rise to reinink that we are ,
oil South i main Street. The demoted
was an estimable lady and lived to an
honorable old age. She will be buried
in the city cemetery to-day. Her hus-
band is lying critically ill and is
ted to pass away any moment.
Alden Benediets "Monte Christo"
was presented at the Opera House, last
night, with Walter Lawrence in the ti-
tle role. Mr. Lawrence is a model of
the physical man with a voice rich and
melsallurs. Ills charaeterizations were
well cote-levet, acid superbly executed.
Seldom have we stern ouch a finished
piece of acting. His Helen Vaughn,
Thom holding claims against assigned
estate ot J. D. McPherson and in. as
his asignee, are notified to present them
on or before Jan. 1st, 1887, at my office.
R. W. MIEN atv. Asaignee.
Knights, Atteetlea I
Weathers of Chrirtiae Ledge. NO. 4e.0
K. ot hereby tetinested se ne it
lie Ow 11411. over It )1 A selerree's
eery, at 0:31.1 let • 4141 the third I Hoe-
slat In tine lio elect onkel* clef
trauma( t other import/tot bushier..
f. Brasirre, It '
Papers Wanted.
couiplele our dies we waist the Mi-
lo* leg paper.;
Nos.)--4l-21-24-2o-i6-47, 
 Dils:s
Will Be Here Sarday. anti 49 and 80, 1111* if the Tai-W sum Ls
New Ea•
Dr. [Bierman, after • moat suocessful Also, October 3n1 anti Intle, leen, acid
risk to Owensboro, will arrive here sun- October 30th, POI of the W SICSLY.
day evening and again open his ether at Anybody elm has any of the above
the Burbridge 'louse. Ile will Mid a aili greatly oblige us by as them
large number Of leis firteer patients in at ousel seed we well gladly pay foe
ready to weloonas hint back and many Affilrerp telslially.
new ones misdeals to consult hint. Saw Las co.
Old Clothes.
.t very „lively owe was tried before
Judge Anderson yesterday. Turner
Raker, colored, leas achieved see unenvi-
able reputation us vender of old clothes.
His plan Is to get second-hand clothing
from people to sell on • counnisaion.
Ile would sell the clothing, pocket the
proceeds and never be dirtt again by the
owners. He has beat pearly etery body
in town and has about elhausted tide
eity as a speculative point. Police-
men Chris. Biggerstaffand It atatiesgton
gave him a hares-and-hound chase of half
a mile betore they caught lien. A court
room lull of injurtel lieweente were oil
band to testify against him. ilia attor-
Heys were making a tecliel sielwase,
anti we slid not Irani the reptile of the
islet before geeing to pries. lit eess
'Would give Raker a wide ber,li in fu-
ture.
Worthy of Public Mind's's.
Yrtfter•lay 's mho, the 11101 day (tutu
opeeleig of Tone E limiedeon's i.ew
anti hand.oniety rurniblied groom, at
Ida forinto stand, niers. than demoostra-
ted the uffiversal, poputarit) of that we-
terpriai ng and wide-awake business man.
lie is truly one of Hopkinsville's repro-
seeds: lye, self-mole, commercial mete
and deo-ryes uomnieudatisee in Ida new
vocation. His tattatilialitnelit yeeterslay
was visited by many tulles different
walks of lite, %tilts were out shopping.
Each our stepped forth either a ith a
sufficient impiety of nereasaries, tar left
behind a thankful tut r to lee fl-Intl aid
sh [Everitt. Mr. E  listen keeps con-
stalely in stock freest' tide, bulk oy were
tasuntry produce awl, lie Met, every ar-
Hopkimerille,
Kentucky.
A Presbyteria• Pretest.
Mattsot aim. Dec.. -A deputation of
PREFERRED LOCALS.
Buy your Holiday
Goods and Toys before
the rush at Wilson's.
Blank Notes for sale
at this office, cheaper
nati. $ 
20,000 WORTHthan can be bought inLouisville or Cincin-
_ OF CLOTHING,Fresh raisins, nuts,
candies and fruits of all r
'1_11nd ,_t.he holidays Ho nil gclli ttini limigoot
-We Have-
Got 1m On Th:LL
Everything new in
Gents' Neckwear The
nobbiest line of Stiff
it 
Prearbyteriatia Isar &skid the too ertior ot and Soft Hats in the
'1 Wool* to awiti • le tidos' to the Queen
against the Fr encl. ma:tiling the New
Hebrides, The petitioners my heti the
occupat  of the Iolanda by the French
imperils the nelsalonary %lira which Is
beieg earried tee there, mad th • interests
0( Amenities. They ask that elective
steps lw taken to preeetit the oectipatiou
tel the isliml, which la tent haunt to an-
nexation, and alma ask that the Samisen-
emelt protect the missions heat ars ties
establigheet.
Terrible Esplesteu a Dynamite.
FolitT SMITH, Alta , A -A terri-
replevaion of dynamite sievurred atBlack Lome. 1iii the Friers/ ex-
tension. t esiterilay afternoon. by which
tau Men were instantly killed and three Carpets are cheaper
amended, one lankily. The names of
the killed are W. A. Cape, of Ironton, at Jones & Co's than
Mo., aced
Mich"' Melkmuligil' "Civve. ever before. It wouldlame, O. Jae. Gribbing was frightfully
amitaled, and A. S. Kemp and Join' astonish any one to see
Gray received Denim% and ems. The their Dress Goods andrxia.  alto rail.ed by drilling ate
old hole its flie MI the 1. ttttt el on Trimmings. They were
never sold as low, and
while they don't say
they are selling Cloth-
ing at cost, one would
think so to see their
Dec' 8 -W. W. goods and hear their
city can be found at
WRIGHT'S, the Main
Street Clothier.
Wilson has the lar-
gest stock of Toys to se-
lect from Don't fail to
call before you buy.
the north side, when the drill %Meek
several forgone le dynamite cartridge's
in the- bottom ot the hole, causing the
feinted camatrophe.
sir se--
Net Dead But Sleeping.
Stead, an Alderman of Oils ••ity and well
ttaigfinmin
known throughout the country, am WV. price. Their prices on
posed to I ave died last :solidity evetting
was to hare occurred to-day. Yester- 
bratelExcelsior Wagone. Large stork
meets were made ler the funeral, %inch 
Jeans, Blankets and QuiltsIlls testy ass laid out, and all arrange-
dal • !weever, aim.* of reetteelation be- -
are down below Zero. 
on hand of all sizes.
cattle apparent, Vie lace Resumed Its mit- They have ransacked
he.attiteitieltictly higher, and the melees ;this fall for low prices,
If you want suit of Clothes, Underwear, Neck-
weienirts, Hats, Gloves,
diutuything in our line, don't fad to call at once, for we are
giving these gtxmls away. 1%e are making great re.
dnetions in
O.irCustorn.-X./Zacle Su..ita„
147e _Also represent the CUSTOM DEPARTMENTS of stone
of the leadmg NEWYORK A ND- NH 1-1.-ADELPH IA- tradi.g.
JAMES PYE & CO.,
No. 3 Main St. . 11()pki risville, A'y.
EnelsiorPlaingEll
SESpacilEe.1
Excelsior Wagons
bushier.. house. Mr. Edinetieleon, •iiti
his me Mr. J. I.. Edmuntimm, each
their usual urbanity, know the art of
plearIng one and alt.
Are warrauted to excel An Workmen-
ship anti Material. Durability and Con-
struction and Lighters.; of Draft. Our
wagone are all Illitile at Willie, Alla every
one warranted ti give entire satiefac-
time. Neetesuble tar delay in getting
them repairesl. All material Otte-smith:-
Iv inaiwcted before toeing. We hitend
te mallitain the reputation of the Cele-
. LUMBER!eget., Ow temperature of the body all the Eastern markets LUMBER!
apokiai to, but gave gm sign that Ile heard and hive succeeded, 1 Sash, Doors, Blinds, Shingles, Laths, ;or leader's:m.4. It is thought pos-ible
though the efforts or the phy.icialea to sell goods cheaper keitestreB,:tesiteile7krnioe
that I e may be Isrought. back to fife, al- and now stand pledged , m.
act polish that end have ISO far failed.
lei the trealitilit• the funeral Iota he en
and satiataetion are guaranteed.
 
--nle • seise--
TO-DAT'S ELECTION.
The cit-Y-eleetion W`Ol a very %Fry t'nt&.
until Thursday when a lively breeze
Iwgotto blow. It became krown that
a hew Ccket had been forine.1 the
purpose of beating- the old hoard. and
speeulations as to the result were nittiy
and varied. The New Ea* seta/tad,'
in getting the names of the its tick.
hich are as folloes: Gess 0. Thong.-
soil, J. H. Starling, S. C. It E. P.
Campbell, It. S. Brown, Ale.•13 I ii:Iihmil
and II. R. Beard, We were not ab!t• to
find out who originated this ticket, but
It just "kinder &wised itself." The q.t.!
board is Congealed 01 Gen. II, Thom!,
MM. J. M. Starling, H. Petree,
Hoosier. F. Browtiell, E. It. Long
and Dr. WM. 11.11. It %ill be ebeervesi
that 'rlionipron tl Starling are tifi I.
th.kete anti a iU he pretty 11.ini to heat.
Both these boards are aCceptaide, one
being about an competetit am! Rut-E-
vert-4 as the other.
The race tor t•If y attorney attzae el
no attention. I..r .13.1.iisoli itu 11,i 1.!1%,
made the race, butt lie has 11,1., pet Loci.
in the legal fold the required tut 0 yuar-.
Thia Is:aves Harty Frig:a-on the ti•••! ;••
Ilitliptelf. ettiii t• t I nl 1.1 tie% t ;-
op early this moose g.
The ward question is an lilt, I ti!ig in-
site tft-t143'. The vOlitent in doubt
itaia•e, the daily Courier-Journal ,L six
i.odic. a it eek and W
, Ert• l'er $10.7.0: or Ttit-Wt.:teLy for
$11
.1. T. Apply to lie.w ever, that this not true. A reporter
'I‘'' 1`• • tar.:" .1i-itosi Merriest' at the jell yesterday.
A pr t tobacconist ths- place In rostamse to the titarsti•ri as to
fca .41 it. a letter from "a lirther or ma lie a as red et,I to J ell-
'I, 1 WTI tt.1 tiO•rl•114t.Z :it New York, se laluso. ?•' lw 0111.1 -Hutt his gr -at- I
in a tie •te he vett. adviaell not to t•Ity gr.m.linottit-r was a hi-ter el
lint the frievela i•rogress are leepetul.--ttegl,er r blind red lout keir mild lather. never saw the „limes
Let I very friend .4 wards ea.; ille eot 41 per li•ftelre•I for hags, atel tot to take ;,ed teat% nothiteg of thew." Ile was
. .
ansl see that his neigh ears vii!, fr....t • lii;feri illilMAMM1 it Rey eii.esi in Rotenone county, Teteneattee,
price.-31:7eetit F., 11o. ts.st nev-er had soy trouble there or 'ivy--
"The l'atittleders
w fere t 1.e,encept Lere.st ith use elliterrs.
now. a•zt ona y se It'
but he thee not make a general exhibit
of iimeelt. Ile is Mime. lately takecu
otider,the wings of an iitlhaer twit Laken
in charge by his friends and huatleil out
of town. When lie get- his liquor is act
yet a mystery. Several tosapicioue par-
ties are thought to be etigigeti in ped-
dling a hisky by the drink or in aisy
qutotity desired, and evidener is not
waiting to prove that they have been
doing a pretty fair Westin...se in that hese
-hal. the prohibitory law came into ef-
fect. The officers are on the lookout,
and roMe fine day the guilty parties will
near isomething
THE MORRISON CASE.
'lite battle tertiaries" the sheriff-a purse
The next 21ftiact;.••1 at ti,. se1, r.
lloti.e is ' .1••1:3* l'st
tiers.- who_ appear !lam I i--ttV. 113-
1-40). The ciinipahy I. 3111•-•1- :.••
leading travesty organ', ite eti ed t ;le a
This lowil was MO' 1.1 the li1-7
this company pitted whell it la
ganip.d nine years ago, ate.1 it was the
very lirat one a hich Manager itealgere
enga_ged when he assumed the ensilage-
mein of Mozart 11411. Manager Rem-
frow wes the gehtlemare wilsa first
bretight Mettle V iekt.rs before the
American }subtle, and Chas. ti.ilday and
Fannie Beane. of "Collars and I uff."
fame, were abso among Ida terotegess.
The reputation of the Pathfinders is
that the rooter has always comprised
people of superlattve merit, and to this
reapect, in originality, elegance. awl re-
lluetrient of prograusitie, and pleasing
-feature! generally, they have ale ay
been in the front rank. They term car-
ry their own band and a superb iper-
Stle orchestra. Their programme, a
musical comesly entitled "Scraps. sir
Fun at the Pleasure tirounds,•' leas
been before the public for nine years,
has been presented In every quarter of
the North American continent, and has
been a favorite hunger by five years than
any other single programme. Of the
company the St. Louis Chia niche says :
“Rentfrow's Jolly ratIttlitilt•ra, Sri
able and popular 11111sieal s ons hi eat ion ,
opened for the first time in St, 1,oui• at
the Ststidard last night to a good Midi-
once, in Scrape, a musical eotatelly des-
titute of plot, but brimming over 'with
comae *ketches and musical special-
ties. lite whole performance Is of the
lanehable description that dents
ism and leivites hem Iv laughter.
.111111111pany is good in every respect.
and will undoubtedly have a sueces.ful
week."
'The "Inducements" otTe reel hy eta to
subacrlbers are Immenee. See another
column.
The rreteutIon of Accidents.
In this country the legislaturee has for
a long time shown that it considered
employers of labor to have duties to per-
form in seein that thoae in their pay
nin no unneceesary risks. In France,
however, no attempt was made to deal
with this matter until 1/411, when inspec-
tors were appointed with power to or-
der changes in factories, with a view to
the protection of children. This, how-
ever, was found insufficient, and in latit
law wets passed making the employer
responsible for accidents, except where
due to carelessness on the part of the
workman. In addition to this, to pro-
vide that clam of reek which may be de-
scribed as inseparable from the trade,
compulsory insurance ham to be effected,
une-half of the premium for which has
- the (ferriage. 
- to be paid by the employer, and the re-
mainder by the workman. A further
church, met at the rentifeliee of Mr. olato. Railroad News. proposal is now made to improve the
W. Howe last ulgist. Itesis!es the pleas- the sanitary arrangementaof workshops.
"" 44444°014411"1"11421i1S "Ube a'*" The New Ems mad had aroli4rsall as WHIL'a t° bring r`ibent' iirrennedCOW p1tilit,1 Met anti hootette, tlie coin.
pally was entertained with choice read-
ings by Mrs. Wright and M lass Lipecomb,
superb muoical reelitiona by l'rof. Ric-
e:hart and Miss Jennie St.,.1-rey, excel:eta
sieseing by Jarred Crabb and the beau's
Itatilware arid other esiteit tiniest feat-
ures' of a well telectsal programme.
Elkton Progress, III ettflIntrtitlitor
tei the rises die. in the Garth-Arnold
slander suit, speak. thus complinten-
.
tarv of the tit Ilsapkineville lawyers:
-Mr. Liege Se twee delivered a fine
*perch of JO mime:eta We di.1 not hear
Mr. selnee•s speech, but heard it highly
eomplimentesi by tlinee present. lie is
• young lawyer bin 'if high promise.
.% e.i.e nue of fruit* tor the Ilt•lithit
I .c • : I ',Pit% our
I -r it ill Lila. a vote,-,tot the 22101
of .1 tetelarv, Iss7, as to w Nether otthi
,..iiiitt nil sehscribeaeven hundred end
trt It ;oohs
:r. 1 in the emegruetion of the
io V% "It ia true." he paid, 'lion they leave an
inaietinent lien re against me for tarry -
dig a pistol, lett that is all .•' I.e the Cote-
veroation lee said that the Mitchell le .y.
with a let,ne 111$ brother bail the riestrt-
hig serape were a had rot of blowers.
Iles father will certainly be here at the
trial if root his-fore. All the women if)ihio arev Itailroftl Jaekson, Tenn.
Nis Mout* in to be...fur-throttling Wail tlit
  - „have beets mumitetietl as Witnesses kw
roa I passea through the tantitty.
'else Mite eoeiety, ei the t leriotian
clinical thservation. None should. there-
fore, allow theniselves to be influenced
by such an opinion, which is but an his-
toricat souvenir,- ttilh' thensaistenceof
tubercles in the lungs is recognized it
should' not be inferred from that moment
that lee who has them is doomed to death
because of their presence. Should it be
found that the tubercles soften and a
cavity forms, it should not be believed
that all is lost. It has been shown that
this is not the case, and the natural
tendency which tubercle has to fibrous
transmutation, tluit is, to recovery.
should not be forgotten. Before being
discouraged the physician should search
and examine incessantly whether tire
patient is in the requisite conditions for
such a favorable evolution.
If all hope of absolute recovery must
be abandoned, a relative cure should he
wrought, ansi an attempt made to piece
the patient in such conditions that Ike
can live, notwithstanding the I
which are now irreparable; in a word,
the plan adopted should be to strive, and
to strive always, with the unshaken
confidence that may be drawn from the,
notion that recovery is possible. The
enemy can be conquered. This is the
idea that should engerder and sustain
every effort. It is certain that this con-
viction is the first condition of success,
since it is absence of faith in the meal-
bility of a cure which prevent/s the
adoption of good therapeutic treatment.
Journal of Health.
•
Resolutions or Respect.
S; owe tlw last meeting of our W
II 1--iois hia holtdit, I NO tine ohs 1.1.1 go WI rnot• 1. A
40,11 fit to take from to our •later,;(.1.1" tier sea t't• bOlieli at
twr ; sels•thit. !IN $11.1tIlle,d & art offer - 
•lie huger nee& tic give her pray. rs, 11111El'A rm In eoimplete 'flie $2 50
rte..t. 'There, h. re / SHOEIt. r, 
,'IaillifeNae:tite,keettirat..r. tor T..Aela, 'fable Linen
JONES CO.
4-1-w--blood-atf-theiassteit-" Freitag- that-j- 
------•
We, all a markt,. live twit a great ; m 0 N yt. he made Cul out and
hie* in her drat le, we ileeire ettir, ad ,Is 
than any one Their
NOTION DEPARTMENT
W I.Ct er flIll liiplele Iliter,
I hatinelleig all the Intent noveltiee belong-
. beg '0 Chia brdoch of the bie-ineesa.
ret UR 10 it,. *WI r th mend
Li stoinething of greatto Will sins ji4 sorely- WISP •13•1 imeortanee
lierraSed and tO tlIO•t• soiree% ing wies to that r til -.tart Ton in himinern wIth•li ill hiing
wi  she 1.s.re the rt  f daughter y..ii more y right as at than sr,tecua
an I elate: ; prat log that the same hand
re 
ttttttt
• Iteln the bitter cup, May lead thrill oilait new. that ;ass co,no money f..r4all wort-
tenderly into the light eg Ilia conelorting rem. we IIII*51 ',Al; capital not sreded
presence; and that they cleat be essabled one of the [tontine, important ehaneeeof a Ilfe-tIme. Thom. who are ambition* and
"Ile desalt all ttsiag• well." onterproone will not delay. iiranit outfit free
Therelore, that these ea Kee- Adder., Tars to.. Angoras. liaise.
recoreled he eur nsiistit,.s, and - -
that a it ritteo copy of thrill be relit to
the family.
'5', His . • Slit iety, Hopkins-
ville apt i-t chortle. I
Ml-n Lat.11.1g Wool-InitlIttlg, ey.
SIRS St EPIDES TRICE, 1,11:1,1111:141:
Monday, Dec. 6, la$6
Wedneslay, Dec 22ml., the first
41..acco .*lc.. if the 4rioutii ill take plater
in Okla ei4C. Our a are housemen se ill
isffer a tile It ot the 01•1 crop and* large
quantity of thr new. Tile beat market
priers can be received on our hoards,
awl fartneis hi. want to sell can find
me better market than Ileitiltinst tile,
Its ail a n r.staeke about Prohibition be-
ing in lbsekisrsville. 'Flie Pho•trix
:owl -hit rues troutfl"early Inrti till
deny eve, he - yea, till t "cc stna'
h ours- it were. Call around for a
a atte.er
A pleasant surprise party wit. tender-
est Carrie l'reieshaw at the resi-
*and the Merriron bays continues to be
jet., e of _Hr. E. 1'. el amphell. wedilee. the tepee ot th h
 ode our, s the trial neat I
•!.y Tlia,e atteialanre were WP""'d'aY• 
ill be attended by a big
.1. E. I 01110.11*n I Hiss Mary W rtie 
i•rowil of curious listeners. Every new
Ii ii. 
ld ,
I 41hreatli and Mlot Ieie 
Hevehspment is eagerly caught tip by
Pries e. .10en 
 
the itilaintis Friday morning a
II
, coo far) in au brought a rumor Into the
"•teitdiagen.
-lent. Its N r e 
city that it was till man Morrison
l 
was 
kill v lice i'fliu'is aitil hut
'Int-. 
n'ot "Pied litlei. awe i%
the home at the time of the 'shooting
on
with Hon. John "'clans!, attorney for the
I.. & N. railroad, recently concerning a
matter of public interest. Mr., Feland
__sea In mulatentoe "that the _L._
would complete the I. A. & T. and build
a branch to thia city next spring. Stich
a branch would put us on an equal foot-
ing withs Clarksville, at least. The I.
A. & T. does not ftiriiisth Clarksville a
comPetitive freight rate, but It does, in a
measure, rob us of a certain amount of
trade territory, which can be brought
back to us by the branch road. It lo
herdly probable that the C. & 0, will
build a connection to this point, and a
road from here to the I. A. & r. Is now
aboutieUr only chance. The L. & N.
on Thursday morning Mr. Henry con- will most probably want assiataime from
tiniie•I the argemetit fir the defence. our people, and, he thought, • satisfac-
Ile spike !or t It011f11 and male the I tory mount could be raised without a
- 'nee Isralista and ingeskus speech of
Intl mule a reputation for
orator, il ability far above the average
in a prof...salon that is supposed to, leave
the fa c simple of that art. The speech
wit- complimented on all side*. Mr.
Henry combination With lilt excel-
lent delivery has almoot perfect ges-
ture which adds vastly to the effective.
nem of his speaking
Begio the new year %stile a suluscrip-
than to the NEM Es t. $1 "se t ear for
twhieth"fieket in our big drawing next
 ,112..10 for the rest- W cuter
April. It's a good investment.
county or municipal tax. This local
aselietance woukl enable us to demand
easteeesions from the I.. & N. of invalu-
able Importance to our trade, In fact, it
would be letter to pay for them canoes-
alone and regain our territory and be put
on an espial footing with Clarksville,
and get a reduced out-going and in-com-
ing freight rate than to have the road
built for us gratis with the poesibilities
of damaging discriminations."
Mr. Feland thought that with the
proper encouragement We would cer-
tainly have • road when "the flowers
bloom in the spring, tra la."
safety.
In Germany and Austria similar en-
actments are in force. In France, how-
ever, a useful initiative has been taken
by certain unions, in which are repre-
sentatives of all kinds of industries, who
have inspectors of their own, and who
form a kind a council, at which full
emsideration can be given to the best
means of preventing accidents. Thus,
thoengineers of one association have
taken, one • by one, all machines of a
dangerous character and entered mi-
nutely into the beet means to be adopted
for rendering them safe as fat an possi-
ble. These proceeding's have proved
very beneficial. and have not only had
a local effect, hut the recommendations
have been adopted in surrounding dia-
tricts.-Scientillo American.
Hearty Stmeaktaea a alga of Health.
A limn who is no breakfast eater must
either be a hearty supper eater or in a
bad state of health. A person who re-
querea the 'gamete's of a cup of tea or
ant' other stimulus whatever before tak-
ing of mild food, is not in health. I like
too see • man have his breakfast first,
and then feel around for his cup of cof-
fee, tea or chocolate.-Cassell's Maga-
zine.
It requires IRS policemen to keep order
In the English parliament when it Isla
session.
-
Do you think it wasted time to sub.
nut yourself to any influenee which may
bring upnn you soy noble feeling
Radtke
['REFERRED LOCALS
Hello, Santa Claus !
The vaat ..r. ay uf Clerlatnuis Goods
nosy fel • shit) (Pm ht Jim H. flaihreath
it I o'a beet•ga  .41 the storiem of ro-
ok:totem .11.1 the Dille bdas .top and
get/ le. gtIt5.1‘ rush I onle anti
SHOUT
0 c . e - re fetid per. is's. si 110 are rack.
mg 1 te• r ',rales tor   thaig to buy i
to, the le t o soil g r's. e Is 0 OH eagerly
I,,. I. liar s. r I to (It 'at Ito ..., lin dont) to
("mime 11,.. I.) id . •apply wed thereby!
'.•, i.: t.. le .1 ili
Glad Tidings of Great Joy
10,000 No. 6. Enve-
lopes for sale at a bar-
gain. Apply at this of-
fice.
Don't wait Ilan every-
thing is picked over,
but buy your toys now
from headquarters, at
A L. Wilson's.
Parties desiring nice-
fitting Suits made to
order would do well to
call on N. Tobin Co.,
merchant Tailors, cor
9th and Main st.
WM. F. BLUM,
M t rcr of ',Lime I .111 1.11,1ill. led
4:311- lek
tor charrhe., memorials, and ttther (dint-eh un-
do-tea -ow rad% -41regrn. -Klahnraert tact-ttetwil
unworn:. hallo,
211 W. Cretan St., near Second St.,
Louisville. It v.
SHOW CASES
AC' FCR PAMPHLET
TRAY SHOW CASE Cr'
NASHVILLE TENN v*
'
;
aro' 4'
•
Celebrated Erin Lime,
Cement, Plaster Hair, Fire Brick,
Grates anti Mantels, all sizes and kiteds
at rock betesne figures.
BARBED WIRE,
Wheat 1:0'111111g Iliipletiteel. In
large tpianfitiees.
Eine Carriage'', Itugglea, Jeutge,r,,
Pluetoese and Spring 14 spina by the ar
load, at most remitidietile Nice*. Komi
job Warranted to give set isfaction.
F
MIARINT=SS.
We keep a tine *Lock of Buggy Hu-
Mole of all kinds at reasonable prices.
We hare a great matey otlier geods
a hich are teo minierou. to Mention.
We hope to oer you when hi needle
anything he our liste.
--Most riestre
Forbes& aro 13i-c•
W E0111t11111
General Founder* and Machinists 
A ttitteotee'y *Tress.
_oarstosetwers n!-
M Wrought Iron Fencin
WROUGHT IRON TOBAGC0 SCREWS
Mills 3lid Mill MRhilicry,
Pulley Shafting, linnser•
Anil MItte ft apeeialty of Repairing En -
en, and Mill Machinery.
General Repair Department,
where we with -I-. rept:fluff a
WACONS. PLOWS.
sHOEINC
- Ind t. It thir nut.tha soil wo.
worLinen are
s POT C II.
Ila% lug done a ertnlit mining. tor year* and
feeling it. deueltantageo, we propene. on Jul..
at, P.n. to to-violence an eirlu.ste ritnIn hugi.
nen.. We moil' a. to our mtention, that
there cannot be .% haol (retina toward uo In
es. tour order nfion1.1 not he filled if not a,.
romPanied by the rank notify yollr
acrortIl nil 1 e MA ant the di. ,gr,s
able atilt ..f refit- ng 1, deliver emit on
order+ rirtnra PIO et3 . Thin rIlle is
POS1111% Si,FAt id-rioa. aso mit
for credit, for %en will he refit:41i avoid r III be
enntearraseleg both b ir ',it and Onnwicre.
Cannes non A ELLIS.
Forbas SON
J W Vestry,
MuawoW Datissolt
LOANS
till 1'110 WISsi111141 NOTES.
W STKO--Notes ft? well rated buittne** men
for one month twelve tiicntha. Antounts
SIAN to $1,00,00111 Strictly coothlentiol and
safe. W-drels gives. aellitiment• merle. naves
ponderer want., 0. W , IrOsTICK, Ranker,
Itroadwity. NI T
ottomiloppedOut.
106
.,
I,
IA
I 3
A
1
 
• I is..111... ot I Iperience
Our Iron Cistern Top
Islile doiraht, anlclo
, 
----- 
,
OUR PUMPS
in all
And Ratchet Screws.
Wit are nisoutitetem et the Americas
Combination Fen
thrintiati, Todd stet Trigg rouutita
i the In ant
CHEAPEST
Frnft, In tnnraeltir.A. Lail awl eta •
it
I OW it tor al: we all awl
Guarantee Them Fully.
'1,11 [la I t .phde pryer. or wan
stimatc• on ail a hne.
Very Truly,
NEW STORE. NEW STOCK.
'Formerly With .1..tin Moa)on )
POSTELIALOCK 6T11 ST., ID 1NSV 1 , KY
- Ilan Juni opened a ill, a full, rail Nara of--
DI: Y GOODS. CLOTH' NG,
Boots, Shoes, Hats, Caps, Trunks and Notions
- - 11nd will not be metereol I by aerie*.
hits .g 1114 nroPt P.1 In I virma•tf fir , )s. If. I s•-fre to tome my old &Wads aims sse, as lea's,tOnt or 'leer patronage.
MAX IIIINDEL.
FOR ONE WEEK T( IIANBEItY. J. T. ['ANDES.%
Cash Customers Can Get Special Bargains! HOPKINSVILLE WAREHOUSE,
Decorated Chamber Sets, - - - $2.50
Decorated Dinner sets 112 Pieces, $10
Decorated Tea Sets, 56 Piece, - - - $4
Other Goods in proportion.
Hodrick's Hall, No. 22 N. Cherry Stet LIBER ADVANCES ON TOBACCO N STORE.
Cood Quarters for Teams and Teamsters.
Gia 
i--- a.n.loory dr Son., Prorals-,
RAILROAD STREET, Bet. 10th and Ilth.
adri..reful 'menthe' gi3rit to its 'tiding mall relling.all Tobacco cimeigneel tn or.
 4f!Mfamei lmli-eOsei 2111MMEEEE
NLY ,I).1, YONTH  
VOLUME
111 I E
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